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1.
1.1

Introduction
Scenario

In today’s globalised highly competitive business environment, there is a growing
requirement for stronger cost control, a demand for higher return on investments and
minimising risk, especially when it comes to information technology- (IT)1 and information
systems (IS)2 investments. It is expected that the average Fortune 200 firm will spend
approximately 20-30 per cent of its operational budget on IT just to stay competitive
(ComputerWorld, 21st of March, 2001). According to Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 87),
recognition of the potential impact of information technology (IT) on the strategic power of
companies and increasing levels of IT investments have made the evaluation, justification
and control of IT a critically important issue. While there is evidence that IT is a key to
competitive advantage (CA) (Sui-Lun, 1993; Laudon/Turner, 1989; Porter/Millar 1985) there
is also evidence that IT investments do not necessarily provide the leverage to organisations
(Kanungo/Duda/Srinivas, 1999). A lot of empirical research results showed that the record on
measuring and controlling IT investments has not been impressive in the past. According to
Hochstrasser/Griffiths 1991 (in Milis/Mercken 2004, p. 87), 18 per cent of the organisations
in their sample rely on rigorous methods to calculate the benefits of investments in IT. Costs
are significantly underestimated (Fitzgerald, 1998 in Millis/Merken, 2004). At least 22 per
cent of expenditure on IT is wasted and between 34 and 40 per cent of IT realise no net
benefits (Willcocks, 1994 in Milis/Mercken, 2004, p. 87). Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 87)
quoted that the reasons for these failures can be complex: technical, human resource,
environmental, organisational and management issues interrelated where explanations are
sought. Furthermore, major barriers, identified by a range of studies, occur in how the IT
investment is valuated and controlled3. Keens’ famous statement about the evaluation of IT
investment from 1991 still holds true. He quoted “we are still at the learning stage as far as
the suitable time-frame of evaluating the impact of IT is concerned”.
Recent empirical studies have shown that organisations have several major difficulties with
the evaluation of the performance of IS/IT investments including risk evaluation and the

1

Information technology is the technology component of an information system (Turban/McLean/Wetherbe,
2002).
2
Information system is a physical process that supports an organisation by collecting, processing, storing, and
analysing data, and providing information to achieve organisational goals (Turban/McLean/Wetherbe, 2002).
3
See Milis/Mercken (2004) for a literature overview.
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identification of the time lags of IT/IS investments (Willcocks, 1996). Moreover, an
extensive literature review has revealed that one of organisations’ biggest concerns is
nowadays the management, controlling, and measuring of its ‘intangibles’. According to a
study carried out by the GartnerGroup, 75 billion dollar is invested every year in failing ITprojects (in Jonen et al. 2004, p. 196). Therefore IT investments are in this highly globalised
competitive cost focused business environment still an ‘act of faith’4 (Clemens, 1991 in
Jonen et al. 2004, p. 196). Identifying the costs of an information technology is a relatively
easy task; but identifying and measuring the tangible and intangible benefits is extremely
difficult, yet also exceedingly important. The need for better management of all resources,
and specifically IT, requires comprehensive assessment of their contribution to an
organisation’s performance.
But the face of the modern organisation has changed drastically over the past years. For a
long time an organisation’s most valuable assets were tangible assets. Nowadays, it is
intangible assets knowledge and information that define the difference between an ordinary
and a superior business in today’s information-age. According to Shaikh (2004), intellectual
capital is becoming the pre-eminent resource for creating economic wealth. Through the time
the importance of intangible, knowledge based assets has increased. Intangible assets enable
an organisation to develop customer relationships that retain the loyalty of existing customers
and enable new customer segments and market areas to be served effectively and efficiently.
They enable organisations to introduce innovative products and services desired by targeted
customer segments; produce customized high-quality products and services at low cost and
with short lead times; and mobilise employee skills and motivation for continuous
improvements in process capabilities, quality, and response time (Kaplan/Norton 1996, pp. 219). According to a study done by IBM (2003) 80 per cent of organisational asset are
nowadays intangible assets.
Information systems and technologies support organisations to fully exploit this resource and
to turn them into competitive advantage. Much of organisation’s information is critical and
crucial to operating the business and maintaining its relationships with customers and
partners. But according to IBM Redbook (2004), the amount of information is increasing
4

A phrase that (in various forms) crops up consistently in the literature (Farbey, Land, and Targett, 1993, 1999;
Deitz and Renkema, 1995) – ‘blind faith’ (Weill, 1990) or ‘gut instinct’ Powell, 1992; Katz, 1993) (expressions
such as acts of faith, blind faith or gut instinct are sometimes euphemistically replaced by the term ‘strategic
insight’ which really means the same thing), Bannister/Remenyi, 2000.
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(estimated to double each year), therefore it is challenging to find and retrieve up-to-date
information. A crucial information technology that manages information to gain competitive
advantage through knowledge are electronic document management systems (EDMS).
The use of EDMS can undoubtedly be an advantage for every company. But measuring the
costs and especially the benefits of this information technology has always been a problem
and been neglected in the business world. As the advantages of EDMS are mainly intangible
in its nature, primary focus should be placed on its evaluation. In order to measure the
performance of EDMS all its benefits have to be identified and evaluated. Consequently, a
practical framework will be developed that will demonstrate the advantages of introducing an
EDMS and also facilitate organisations’ decision in doing so.
1.2 Aims and objectives
The aim of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is to develop a practical framework to assess the performance
benefits of the EDMS that is used in an organisation. The developed practical framework will
provide organisation with a comprehensive and coherent tool to assess and measure the
contribution that EDMS will have on several performance-dimensions and -layers of an
organisation. Given the advantage or disadvantage of having the resource of uncountable
methods and concepts of performance evaluation schemes in the theoretical literature and
practice it is extremely important to select and adopt an appropriate method for the
evaluation of EDMS. In order to avoid an unstructured and ill-defined selection process, four
evaluation approaches for electronic document management systems have been chosen as
being the most appropriate: The traditional investment evaluation approach, the measurement
of intangible assets approach, the IT-controlling approach, and the performance measurement
system (PMS) approach. As the evaluation of the intangible assets and benefits of EDMS will
be particularly important, the knowledge dimension in organisations will be discussed and
explained in greater detail.

9

1.3

Outline

This ‘Diplomarbeit’ in its ultimate aim of developing a practical framework for the
performance evaluation of EDMS will adhere to the following structure: Chapter two will
start with a general outline of EDMS. As EDMS are a function or application of collaborative
technologies, the research field of computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) will be
introduced and explained briefly. Following this groundwork an introduction of application,
functions, and definitions of electronic document management systems will be provided. To
identify the functions and applications of EDMS the document management softwarepackages of its most important5 vendors will be named and analysed.
For the selection and adaptation process of an appropriate performance measurement
approach, the pitfalls and problems with the evaluation of IT will be identified and analysed
to provide a framework for the selection criteria’s in chapter three. As mentioned above one
of the biggest problems in evaluating information technology and systems are the evaluation
and measuring of intangible benefits and assets. Two other major difficulties related to the
evaluation of IT/IS investments have been identified, namely the evaluation of risk, and the
time lags that exist between the initial investment in IT/IS and the resulting benefit of this
investment which can be defined in terms of increased performance. Both of these problems
are addressed in greater detail in chapter two. The end of chapter two will provide a broad
overview of existing performance evaluation approaches and methods. As the amounts of
existing performance evaluation method are innumerable the following four most appropriate
research streams for the evaluation of electronic document management systems have been
selected: traditional investment evaluation approaches; the measurement of intangible asset
approach; the IT-Controlling approach; and the performance measurement system approach.
The reasons for choosing these approaches are either due to the fact that they are already
widely accepted in the literature and/or practice of IT/IS performance measurement
(traditional investment evaluation approaches, IT-Controlling approach, and the performance
measurement system approach), or because they are especially valuable for the evaluation
process of EDMS in trying to overcome some of its pitfalls (measurement of intangible
assets).

5

Important means in case reputation leader of the EDMS market according to the GartnerGroup 2003 (Magic
Quadrant for EDMS).
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In chapter three the selection and adoption process for a performance evaluation method for
electronic document management systems will be carried out. Prior the selection process the
criteria have to be identified. The performance measurement technique that meets most the
identified criteria will be selected and if necessary adapted to fit into the practical framework.
Finally, in chapter four a coherent practical framework will be developed that can be used by
an organisation to evaluate the performance of EDMS. The following phases have been
identified as the outline for the practical framework. In phase one the foundation of the
framework has to be identified. This includes the definition of the mission and vision of the
organisation and the connection of the strategic objectives with the operational business
processes. In the second phase the strategic goals and the perspectives will be selected and
defined. In phase three the performance indicators that measure the success of the electronic
document management system and the objectives will be identified and defined. The last
phase of the framework is called the measuring and reporting phase. This phase consists of
the following two steps: Data collection and data analysis and presentation. Software
solutions will be presented for the practical framework. The end of this framework marks the
developed EDMS-Decision-Tableau that will present the results of the framework.
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2.
2.1

Electronic document management systems and performance measurement
CSCW, Groupware and electronic document management systems

In order to survive in this competitive economy and marketplaces organisations need to meet
several requirements. According to Gartner (May, 2002): “A workplace that is distributed,
connected, adaptable, flexible, services- and Web-enabled and moves seamlessly between
space and cyberspace is the source of huge competitive advantage (CA). Most importantly,
creating a workplace may now be a matter of enterprise and organisational survival”. The
technologies that enable organisations to meet these requirements in their office environment
are called collaborative technologies or groupware technologies. And electronic document
management systems are a collaborative technology.
The research field that these aforementioned technologies and electronic document
management technologies belong to are computer supported cooperative work (CSCW)6.
CSCW is the scientific research field which investigates both, the computer and the social
sciences. According to Nastansky et al. (2000, p. 238) the aim of CSCW is to improve the
working conditions between people with the support of information- and communicationtechnologies. In other words, it should on one hand be more flexible and efficient while on
the other hand more humane and socially orientated. Collaborative technologies belong to the
research field CSCW, and a technology that enables collaboration is referred to as
groupware7. According to Turban/McLean/Wetherbe (2002, p. 142), groupware, or
collaborative software, is defined as software products that support collaboration, over
networks, among groups of people who share a common task or goal. The terms groupware
and CSCW are sometimes used interchangeably, whereas it is also common to classify
groupware, workflow, and workgroup computing as collaborative technologies. Electronic
document management systems (EDMS) are a collaborative technology.

6

CSCW is an identifiable research field focused on the understanding of nature and characteristics of
cooperative work with the objective of designing adequate computer based technologies to support cooperative
work (Bannon/Schmidt, 1989).
7
The concept of groupware was invented in the 1960s by Doug Englebart of the Stanford Research Institute,
although the term groupware not specifically used at that time (Lococo/Yen 1998, p. 89).
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2.1.1 Definitions and classifications
According to Ellis/Gibbs/Rein (1991) “Groupware are computer-based systems that support
groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a
shared environment”. A more detailed definition by Johansen (1988) defines groupware as a
generic term for specialized computer aids that are designed for the use of collaborative work
groups. Typically, these groups are small project-oriented teams that have important tasks
and tight deadlines. According to Lococo/Yen (1998), groupware is not a single technology,
but rather an aggregation of integrated technologies, including graphical interfaces, object
orientation, routing, concurrent sharing and others.
Groupware systems can either be classified by the frequently used time/space matrix or the
so called 3C triangle. These classifications will be introduced in the following to clarify the
position of EDMS in relation to groupware. However, there exists a less popular quantitative,
namely an organisational and a social taxonomy (Borghoff/Schlichter, 2000), which is of
little relevance to the present analysis. The time/space matrix from Johansen (1988) is the
most commonly used classification of groupware technologies. Team members can either be
in the same place, or not. According to Borghoff/Schlichter (2000), the degree of
geographical distribution can influence the usage of a particular communication media, such
as direct conversation, telephone or email systems. Just as team members may be distributed
based on location, the same can be true for time. Furthermore, team members can either
communicate synchronously, or they may communicate asynchronously. However,
Borghoff/Schlichter (2000) argued that comprehensive groupware systems that exist
nowadays should meet the requirements of all four quadrants, thus only system components
are assigned to individual categories. The taxonomy 3C refers to the fact that it classifies
groupware applications depending on the intensity of cooperation within a group; it
distinguishes

between

communication-,

coordination-,

and

cooperation

supporting

technologies (Nastansky et al. 2000, pp. 240-243). Communication could also be referred to
as the basis of groupware technology. It includes technologies that support the processes
between individuals, individuals and applications, and between applications.
Communication systems support electronic information- and document-exchange (E-MailSystems, Messaging-Systems). They can be categorised into the following two different
modes: Asynchronous communication (e.g. messaging-systems or video- and audio
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conference systems) and synchronous communication (e.g. email systems, or voice-, video
mail systems).
The second dimension, cooperation, is based upon communication, and in combination with
communication it seeks to exchange information as a common goal. The technologies that
support cooperation are generally referred to as ‘workgroup computing’. Workgroup
computing can be defined as the computer based support of relatively small teams and
workgroups (Finke 1992, p. 28 in Nastansky 2000, p. 245). According to Teufel et al. (1995),
workgroup computing systems support the cooperation of individuals in groups or teams with
middle and low structured tasks. The distinction between workgroup and communication
technology is that workgroup tools do not only support communication, but also the decisionmaking process of individuals and the coordination of daily tasks, meetings, documents, etc.
(Nastansky et al. 2000, pp. 245-247).
Finally, coordination aims to find optimum ways to arrange task-oriented activities and the
allocation of resources in best possible order, whereas the additional requirement of common
goals makes cooperation the most demanding of the three (Borghoff/Schlichter, 2000). The
technologies that support coordination are summarised as workflow management tools.
According to Schael (1998), “a workflow is a unit of work within a process generating
products or services which are related to, or result in, customer satisfaction. Every workflow
has at least a main customer, who is served by a supplier, or a cooperative network, which is
a chain of customers and suppliers, working towards the satisfaction of the main and
secondary customers of the process”. The key of workflow management is the tracking of
process-related information and the status of each activity of the business process (van der
Aalst, 2002). According to Reijers (2003), the essential criterion for a workflow is that it is a
case-based8 and a make-to-order business process. The make-to-order characteristic means
that the order itself is the start of a process.
Shared information space is in the literature sometimes referred to as the fourth dimension.
The tool shared information space (e.g. hypertext-systems) can therefore only be placed in
the middle of the 3C triangle. According to this classification, shared information space
supports communication, coordination, and cooperation. According to Nastansky et al. (2000,
p. 247), shared information space includes groupware tools that enable the team to share
structured and unstructured knowledge and information over a long period of time that may
8

A case is defined as the subject of operations in a business process execution (Reijers, 2003).
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facilitate the coordination of activities. Therefore, shared information space or information
sharing are groupware tools for using decentralised information. According to
Borghoff/Schlichter (2000), processing and consistent management of shared information are
central aspects of all teamwork. In conclusion, the aim of this tool is to support and improve
cooperative work through to a better storage and use of shared information and knowledge.
Electronic document management systems are sometimes referred to as a function of
collaborative technologies (Nastansky et al. 2000, p. 254). They belong by definition to the
group shared information space and should therefore be placed in the middle of the triangle.
That means that this central tool supports communication, cooperation, and collaboration in
an organisation.
In general, groupware is “C-oriented” in one way or another (Borghoff/Schlichter, 2000) and
it has to be said that this classification must not be seen as limiting or exclusive. Rather, the
3C’s belong together and support each other in different ways, yet a hierarchy between the
dimensions remains.
2.1.2 Electronic document management systems
As mentioned above, information and knowledge are nowadays the competitive advantage in
the business information age to design a superior business model. However, not every
organisation is using this resource sufficiently to gain competitive advantages over its
competitors. According to the GartnerGroup, some 85 per cent of corporate information
resides in documents, spreadsheets, E-mails, presentations, drawings and other unstructured
data. And the industry analyst IDC identified that Fortune 500 companies are losing an
estimated 12 billion dollar each year because they are unable to adequately manage and
exploit its unstructured content. As a result knowledge workers are spending up to 40 per
cent of their time trying to find the information they need in order to do their jobs
(ThinkEquity Partners, 2002). And a survey done by Documentum (2004), quoted that some
80 per cent of enterprise information is unstructured, meaning that it does not fit into any
type of data tables or form fields. IBM Software quoted in a press release about EDMS
(Aug., 2003), that researchers estimate that between 50 and 80 per cent of company
information lies not in back-end data systems, but in documents, emails, and attachments. In
order to be true on demand businesses, these companies need electronic document
management systems that let them get the documents containing the right information, to the
15

right people, at the right time to support decisions or serve customers (IBM, Aug. 2003). Out
of these problems, the need for greater efficiency in handling business documents to gain an
edge on the competition has fuelled the increased demand for a solution of these problems
and that are EDMS.
Steve Robinson, Vice President of IBM Software quoted in an interview about EDMS (19th
of Aug., 2003): “In most organizations documents are scattered all over — in file cabinets, on
personal and network hard drives, in e-mail text or attachments, at offsite locations, on
removable media. Increasingly, the people who need to share these documents are scattered
as well. Today’s teams are mobile and distributed, often disconnected with no guarantee of
bandwidth. To support these teams, customers are asking for collaborative document
management solutions”. This quote clearly identifies the needs of today’s modern
organisations. To gain competitive advantages organisations need to have the right
information at the right time accessible for the right people from everywhere. And one
important collaborative technology to support organisations to do so and fully exploit its
information and turn them into well-founded decisions are electronic document management
systems.
One problem is immediately apparent – namely what is an EDMS? According to Veal (2001,
p. 192), the term EDMS is a phrase very widely used, but very much (and increasingly) as an
umbrella term covering a multitude of different techniques and technologies. The fact that
different electronic document vendors define EDMS differently and offer different
applications and tools makes it even more difficult to understand and define what the term
EDMS is precisely. However, it is essential to provide a clear definition for the purposes of
this ‘Diplomarbeit’. In order to find a valid theoretical definition for EDMS the terms
electronic, document, and management will be discussed and defined separately.
Starting with the object that has to be managed electronically, the document can be defined in
several

perspectives

depending

on

the

focus

or

research

area.

According

to

Koulopoulos/Frappaolo (1995, p. 32), “a document is a collection of information, authored
for the purpose of transferring and preserving knowledge. Its manifold forms allow it to be a
universal metaphor, information repository, and vehicle for knowledge dissemination”.
Levien (1989) in Sprague (1995, p. 30) quoted that “a document can be described as a unit of
“recorded information structured for human consumption”. Sprague (1995, p. 30), used this
definition but defined the term more precisely as “set of information pertaining a topic,
16

structured for human comprehension, represented by a variety of symbols, stored and
handled as a unit“. According to Veal (2001, p. 193), “a document can be any sort of file, but
one which is limited by its subject to essentially a single subject”. This definition also makes
the distinction between a document and a database. The database consists of a large
collection of information, which may be about a specific subject, but which is not divided
into discrete ‘document units’. Furthermore, databases are considered to be ‘structured’
information, whereas documents are ‘unstructured’ (Veal 2001, p. 193). As an example of a
practical definition IBM (2002, p. 7) defined the term document for its Domino.Doc EDMS
as follows: “A document is the information that is being managed. It can be a data file like a
word processed document or a spreadsheet, an OLE object, or a Notes document. It is given a
descriptive title and saved in a binder, within a file cabinet”. Several other definitions can be
found in the product description of all EDMS vendors (see for example Hummingbird,
Documentum, or Filenet). For the purpose of evaluating the performance benefits Levien’s
(1989) aforementioned definition will be used to define the term document. Using this
definition means that no type or sorts of documents will be neglected. This is especially
important given the speed of development in this area. Any type and sort of document will
therefore be included and the only limitations are that they need to be used for human
consumption910. The recorded information was previously represented primarily by text but is
now also represented by graphical symbols, images, photographs, audio, video, and
animation. Documents previously created and stored on papers are now digitally created,
stored, transported, and displayed (Sprague 1995, p. 30). Examples for the unlimited variety
of documents by definition used in organisations are: contracts and agreements, reports,
manuals and handbooks, memos, E-mail and voicemail messages, video clips, transcripts
from meetings and to forth.
The next term that has to be defined, electronic, can be done more easily. Basically, the term
electronic only means that documents will be managed with the use of modern information
technologies (Sprague 1995, p. 31). And that again includes every existing and future
information technology.

9

A discussion about the historical development and evolution of documents and its impacts on business can be
found in Liu (2004).
10
A detailed discussion about several types and sorts of documents and its development can be found in
Koulopoulos/Frappaolo (1995, pp. 28-35).
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In order to define the term management more work has to be carried out. According to Sutton
(1996, p. 7), “management is the design and maintenance of an environment in which
resources, organised in groups, can attain common objectives through efficient and effective
performance”. For EDMS therefore, it can be said that management includes all the
applications or tools of the EDMS. Therefore, the applications of EDMS need to be identified
in order to define the term EDMS. Sutton (1996, p. 8), for example wrote that traditional
EDMS in an enterprise was accomplished through corporate programs for: record
management, forms management, reports management, directives and manuals management,
and archives management. The Cimtech Limited (1997) gave a more accurate overview
about the functions of existing EDMS. According to Cimtech Limited (1997, p. 18), a fullscale document management system capable of managing documents from creation or
capture to destruction needs (full life-cycle) provide some or all of the following facilities:
document capture, document indexing and profiling, document storage and backup,
document organisation and management, index/content searching, document retrieval,
viewing, editing, annotation, printing on demand, distributing/publishing, groupware,
workflow management, and retention control. However, as the applications vary from each
EDMS this list of functions can not be regarded as accurate. Therefore, an overview about
the most important application will be given in 2.1.2.1. With this knowledge the term
electronic document management systems can then be defined precisely and used throughout
this ‘Diplomarbeit’.
2.1.2.1

Functions and applications

In order to define the term EDMS and to evaluate its performance benefits for organisations
it is important to characterise the functions and applications that the system offers. A brief
discussion about its functions has been given in 2.1.2 but due to the fast development of new
products and applications in the IT market the functions of its most important vendors will be
analysed. According to the Gartner Group (June 2003), EDMS license has a total market
value of $ 1 billion worldwide. The nine most important vendors according to Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant for Integrated Document Management (Figure I) have been analysed by
their functions and applications to identify and define EDMS. According to Zantout/Marir
(1999, p. 472), “EDMS have been around for several decades and technologies have evolved
in recent years so that implementations include a variety of features”.
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In order to define the term management the following important vendors11 for EDMS have
been analysed to find it’s most important and common functions, applications, and features:
IBM Lotus Domino Document Manager®, OpenText Livelink® for Document Management,
Hummingbird

Enterprise

Document

Management®,

FileNet

Integrated

Document

12

Management®, and EMC Documentum Enterprise Document Management® .
Apart from Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Integrated Document Management system there
are also non-commercial open-source13 versions of electronic document management
systems. According to the research that is of relevance for this ‘Diplomarbeit’ a well known
and used open-source document management system is the ‘Knowledge Tree Document
Management®’. According to (http://sourceforge.net/projects/kt-dms14), Knowledge Tree is a
powerful open-source document management system. Its capabilities include advanced
document version control, full text search, multiple search types, extensible metadata for
documents, customizable dashboard and authoring workflow. Without going into a detailed
discussion about open-source software in general this could be a cost-effective alternative
system besides aforementioned commercial vendors. However, the most common functions
and applications that the electronic document management systems provide will be included
into the definition of EDMS.
The first identified common feature of every EMDS is the search function. The search
function is provided by every of the five analysed EDMS products. According to Cimtech
Limited (1997, pp. 21-22), “one of the key benefits of EDMS is to provide users with easy
access to all the information they need to do their job when they need to and in the format
they need it in. Well designed search software helps and encourages users to make more use
of valuable company information”. The Domino Document Manager®15 for example
provides powerful capabilities for searching, offering both simple and advanced searches. In
a simple search, the user provides a text string, or words, to search for. And in an advanced
11

The selection of EDMS vendors are based on the information of the GartnerGroup, June 2003 Magic
Quadrant for Integrated Document Management and their sales figures and numbers of users.
12
Information about the functions and applications of the selected EDMS vendors have been taken from their
product specifications on their web pages.
13
Open source does not just mean access to the source code. The distribution terms of open-source software
must comply with the following criteria: 1. Free Redistribution; 2. Source Code; 3. Derived Works; 4. Integrity
of The Author’s Source Code; 5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups; 6. No Discrimination Against
Fields of Endeavor; 7. Distribution of License; 8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product; 9. License Must
Not Restrict Other Software; License Must Be Technology-Neutral
(www.opensource.org/docs/definition_plain.php).
14
Accessed 24.02.2005.
15
Previously Lotus Domino.Doc.
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search the user sets up parameters to be used as to limit the search to designated file cabinet.
Domino.Doc® searches the entire library, or limits the search to designated file cabinets.
After the search operation Domino.Doc presents the user a list of documents that met the
criteria. FileNet® IDM document search function includes intuitive content-based or
property-based search and query capabilities. With search templates, predefined searches can
be created and stored to make complex searching an easy and convenient task. In conclusion
it can be said that every aforementioned EDMS offers a search function for documents but
the features differ from each vendor. With a sophisticated search function organisations will
have the advantage of massive gains in productivity. Employees can spend their time for
something productive and useful instead of spending their precious time with searching for
the right information. According to IDC (2004), the cost of not finding information consists
of the following: time spent searching, searching success rate, cost of rework, opportunity
costs, and additional self-help. Moreover, additional costs have also been identified. And
they consist of a high level of frustration if the employee cannot find the needed information
leading again to loss in productivity and also in creativity (IDC, 2004). Secondly, the
retrieval function has been identified as a common feature of document management
systems. Retrieval refers to the ability of the EDMS to retrieve the content and display it or
allow export (download). This ability to retrieve a document instantly rather than wait for it
provides improved staff productivity, dramatically improved customer service levels as
enquiries are answered immediately and the ability to make decisions quickly and drastically
reduce cycle times (Cimtech Limited 1997, p. 22). The next common function of each EDMS
is the storage function. According to IBM (2004, p. 7), storage refers to the interface and
capabilities of the system to store digital media in database data model. This includes storage
of meta-data used to describe the content and objects. The storage function was one of the
main driving forces for investing in EDMS in the 90s. The argument was to save costs and
space in order to store massive files and documents electronically on a server. Capturing has
also been a function provided by every vendor and has been an important function for
organisations in the beginning of EDMS. According to IBM (2004), there are several
possible methods in which digital assets or documents can be captured and stored in EDMS:
Scan documents, online entry, and upload of objects. The Stellent® document manager offers
mainframe report capture and parsing for example. However, the importance of how to
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capture non-digital information in digital form is obsolete as nowadays it already is somehow
electronically stored.
The next common function, ‘workflow’ is used to automatically route documents to defined
users or user groups. It also integrates the widespread problem of isolated document
databases into one single. According to Koulopoulos/Frappaolo (1995, pp. 33-34), workflow
application must bring these discrete document databases together under a single umbrella
and group. Documentum® EDM streamlines business processes by automatically routing
documents internally among co-workers and externally among partners or suppliers. They
also include a version control in their workflows. That means that it enables the tracking of
document versions to ensure that team members are working form the most recent draft of
documents.
One major problem of software that is collaborative over networks is the security risk.
Security in connection with EDMS usually is referred to access control and digital rights.
Security is an important issue nowadays and should be taken into consideration when
investing in EDMS and software products in general. Several functions are provided by the
vendors to minimize the risk. The Domino Document Manager® provides access control in
order to determine if the user (authenticated16 or non-authenticated) has access (authorized)
to the requested resource. Documentum EDM® controls access and editing rights through
user-based and role-based privileges, LDAP, SSL, and digital certificate support. But security
can also include digital rights management. The Domino Document Manager® uses digital
rights management to protect the copyrights of the digital content. In conclusion it can be
said that security is provided by every EDMS vendor at certain levels.
However, not every function can be explained in detail in this ‘Diplomarbeit’. And some of
the mentioned software has additional functions and applications. An overview or summary
of all common and additional functions of important EDMS can be seen in the Appendix in
Table I. Finally, with the above descriptions of the involved terms a clear view of electronic
document management systems has been provided. Therefore with the term management
includes the following functions and applications of EDMS and will be added to the
definition: Search, retrieval, imaging, storage, capture/creation, viewing, workflow/version
control, security system, and archival.

16

Authentication is a process, where the client identity is valid.
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With the provided definitions of the terms electronic, document, and management a detailed
overview, description, and definition of electronic document management systems have been
provided. In the following chapter the main business drivers for the investment in EDMS will
be identified.
2.1.2.2 Creating business value with electronic document management systems
According to Raynes (2002, p. 305), “the main driving force for using EDMS may be to
create a system which all personnel can use to share documents and information in order to
enhance the sharing of knowledge collaborative working and decision making”. And this is
what starts to make EDMS look like a strategic opportunity, rather than a simple cost-saving
measure. Besides this strategic rationale there is also an operational reason for introducing
EDMS in an organisation. According to a study done by Ilumin Software Services Inc., the
average corporate user sends and receives a total of 84 messages per day for only one type of
documents, email documents, and that the average size of a message without an attachment is
approximately 22 KB. Moreover, Ilumin Software Services Inc., stated that the average
corporate email user processes about 10 MB of data per day, rising to 15.8 MB per user, per
day by 2008 for a company with 1000 users, that is an average of 10 GB per day, 50 GB per
week, or 200 GB per month. Data storage prices might be declining but these are still huge
costs that a company has to deal with. And EDMS can be an answer to these rising problems.
According to Sprague (1995, p. 32-36), EDMS can generate business value in two ways:
First, for some industries such as publishing companies, documents are a direct source of
revenue as a product, or as a support for a product. Secondly, for all organisations in all
industries, electronic document management systems have the ability to improve the
information management tasks that are needed to manage, control, and operate the
organisation. In the second category, the value of EDMS is to support organisational
performance. And that can be grouped in the three general categories – as a mechanism for
organisational communication, as a vehicle for business process, and as a major component
of organisational memory (Sprague 1995, p. 32-36). More specifically, he explained that
firstly a major value of EDMS derives from its ability to expand the scope of information
management facts in the form of data records and databases to concepts and ideas that are
generally captured, stored, and communicated in the form of documents. EDMS can thus
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of documents in their role as a primary mechanism
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for storing and communicating concepts and ideas within and between organisations.
Secondly, Sprague (1995, p. 32.36) stated that most organisations have a substantial set of
‘paperwork’ systems that have been resistant to computerisation, at least partly because they
are based on documents rather than (or in addition to) data records. And the real benefit will
result, not just from automating these processes, but from rethinking or reengineering them to
take advantage of the advanced technology (Kind/Eppendahl (1992) in Sprague 1995).
Finally, major business value will derive from leveraging organisational memory. Sprague
(1995) stated that documents form an important part of organisational memory, and EDMS
have the functions and abilities to improve the ability of the organisation’s ability to utilise it.
Furthermore, he stated that in the short run, major value derives from merely storing paper
documents in electronic form. But in the long run, EDMS will provide the means to access
and analyse organisational memory to improve productivity and performance. Cimtech
Limited (1997, p. 26-27) categorised the value that EDMS can create into two categories
namely tactical17 and strategic18 values or benefits. The tactical or hard benefits can be
presented under a number of headings: productivity improvements (if, by investing in
EDMS, you can improve staff productivity then you can achieve tangible benefits),
competitive gain (if the introduction of EDMS leads to improved customer service and hence
enables you to retain more customers and gain new ones then this benefit will increase
income and this can be set against the cost of the system), space savings (the digital system
will save paper space), resulting cost savings, and improved cash flow. Additionally, EDMS
provides strategic benefits. These are some of them: Improved customer service, improved
quality, increased market shares, reduced production costs, regulatory compliance, the value
of corporate information assets enhanced, improved management information results in
improved decision making, and ensures the organisation to be more responsive to change.
Sprague (1995, p. 45) came to the following conclusion in reverence to the business value of
EDMS. “The overall potential impact of applying technology to document management is
significant. Because documents contain concepts and ideas, EDMS promises to advance the
management of conceptual information in organisations”. And most of the activities of
today’s employees at managerial and professional levels deal with concepts and ideas, and
EDMS improves the support and productivity at these levels. According to Sprague (1995, p.
17
18

The tactical or hard benefits that will be achieved by investing in EDMS.
The strategic or soft benefits that will be achieved by investing in EDMS.
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46) “documents are a major vehicle for exchanging information in business processes, EDMS
promises to make a major contribution to process redesign and improvement efforts. Finally,
with documents forming a major part of organisational memory, EDMS promises to support
enhanced utilisation of that resource”. As organisations are facing global competition the
primary driving forces for EDMS are the business needs for productivity improvement in the
short run and improved organisational effectiveness in the long run. In addition it has to be
said that as the purpose of this overview was not to provide a detailed cost/benefit-analysis
for EDMS, the rationale for introducing EDMS has been identified with this chapter.
2.2

Performance measurement of IT/IS and electronic document management systems

The importance for measuring the performance of IT/IS has been discussed in chapter 1. In
this chapter it is now to identify and define the roles and objects of performance
measurement systems for an organisation. Due to the increased competition and the downfall
of the economy, organisations face the ongoing problem of trying to most efficiently allocate
limited

resources

to

maintain

or

improve

performance.

According

to

Turban/McLean/Wetherbe (2002, pp. 566-573), IT is very much a part of this problem, since
IT is becoming a significant component of every organisations do. Evaluating the benefits of
IT/IS is therefore an important aspect of the allocation process. Total worldwide annual
spending on IT in 2000 has surpassed two trillion dollars (ITAA, 2000 in
Turban/McLean/Wetherbe 2002, p. 568), although little has been invested in the actual
performance process of IT in organisations. According to Love/Irani/Edwards (2005, p. 3),
“IT investments differ in nature from other capital investments as there is a substantial
human and organisational interface”. Furthermore, such investments can be high risk as they
often manifest themselves as erratic timing of cash flows and significant intangible costs
(Milis/Mercken 2004, p. 89). Moreover, Willcocks (1994) stated that it is possible to argue
that a ‘technology’ investment cannot strictly give a return on investment in a broader sense
unless it replaces an older technology and carries out the same functions more efficiently.
Therefore, IT investments can not be measured isolated; moreover they have to be measured
in the context and environment they are in and that is where the problem with the
measurement of IT starts (see 2.2.1).
According to Love/Irani/Edwards (2005, p. 2), definitions of IT evaluation abound within the
literature. An example for defining IT evaluation comes from Remenyi/Sherwood24

Smith/White (1997, p. 46) in Love/Irani/Edwards (2005, p. 2): “a series of activities
incorporating understanding, measurement and assessment. It is either a conscious or tacit
process which aims to establish the value of or the contribution made by a particular
situation. It can relate to the determination of the worth of an object”. Another definition
from Farbey/Land/Targett (1999) in Love/Irani/Edwards (2005, p. 2) defined IT evaluation as
follows: “a process that takes place at different points in time or continuously, for searching
for and making explicit, quantitatively, all impacts of an IT project”. In this ‘Diplomarbeit’
evaluating IT investments means simple the performance measurement activity to get precise
information about the benefits of introducing EDMS in an organisation in order to make the
right decisions about the investment. Therefore, Farbey/Land/Targett (1999) definition will
be used throughout this ‘Diplomarbeit’. Closely related to the definitions of IT evaluation are
the definitions for performance measurement. It can be said the term performance
measurement is been used as an umbrella-definition including all the measurement and
evaluation tasks that happens in an organisation. Neely et al. (1995) in Bourne et al. (2003, p.
3) defines performance measurement as: “the process of quantifying the efficiency and
effectiveness of action”. However, sometimes both terms are used interchanging. In this
‘Diplomarbeit’ the terms IT evaluation and performance measurement mean basically the
same the only differences is that IT evaluation exclusively measures the performance of IT/IS
and PM could measures every object and subject in an organisation.
For a long time there is an ongoing dispute about whether or not IT improves organisational
performance. Meaning that alongside the seemingly inexorable rise of IS/IT investment in the
last 15 years, there has been considerable uncertainty and concern about the productivity
impact of IT being experienced in work organisations (Willcocks/Feeny/Islei, 1997). This
debate

is

held

under

the

term

‘productivity

paradox1920’.

According

to

Dedrick/Gurbaxani/Kraemer (2003, p. 1), the first studies, conducted in the 1980s, found no
connection between IT investment and productivity at the level of firms, industries, or the
economy as a whole (Loveman 1994; Roach 1987, 1989, 1991; Strassmann 1990). And this
has been according to Willcocks/Feeny/Islei (1997) reinforced by several high profile studies
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The discrepancy between measures of investment in IT and measures of output at the national level is
described as the productivity paradox (Turban/McLean/Wetherbe, 2002).
20
A literature review about research in this area and explanations of the productivity paradox can be found in
Dedrick/Gurbaxani/Kraemer (2003) and Brynjolfsson, 1993).
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at the levels of both the national economy and industrial sector, suggesting in fact that if there
has been an IS/IT payoff it has been minimal, and hardly justifies the vast financial outlays
incurred. Several explanations for the productivity paradox of IT exist in the literature.
Farbey/Land/Targett (1999) identified two schools of thoughts on this. The first is that poor
evaluation of IT expenditure suggests that the statistics may be of doubtful quality, adding
further confusion; the second is that poor evaluation practices have resulted in incorrect
selection and management of projects, resulting in poor returns. In either case, inadequate
evaluation gives cause for concern. In more detailed in a recognised research article
Brynjolfsson (1993, p. 73) identified the following four explanations for the productivity
paradox:

The first explanation is measurement errors. Brynjolfsson (1993, p.73-74)

concludes, that from a close examination of the data behind the studies of IT performance at
national and sectoral levels, that mismeasurement is at the core of the IT productivity
paradox; the second explanation is timing lags due to learning and adjustment. Meaning that
benefits from IT can take several years to show through in significant financial terms; a third
possible explanation is that of redistribution. According to Brynjolfsson (1993, p. 75), IT
may be beneficial to individual firms but unproductive from the standpoint of the industry, or
the economy, as a whole. IT just rearranges the share of the pie, with the bigger share going
to those heavily investing in IT, without making the pie bigger; Brynjolfsson’s (1993, p. 75)
final explanation is that IS/IT is not really productive at the firm level. He posits that despite
the neoclassical view of the firm as a profit maximiser, it may well be that decision-makers
are, for whatever reason, often not acting in the interests of the firm. According to
Willcocks/Feeny/Islei (1997), the implication of his argument is that political interests and/or
poor evaluation practice may contribute to failure to make real, observable gains from IT/IS
investment. Recent studies about reasons or explanations of the productivity paradox named
the evaluation of the performance of IT/IS as the most valuable explanation of the paradox.
Many explanations about the productivity paradox surround the area of intangible assets
again, time lags, or inappropriate measures or definitions (Hitt/Brynjolfsson, 1996).
According to Willcocks/Feeny/Islei (1997), in particular the distorting effects of poor
evaluation methods and an assessment of their appropriateness for specific purposes and
conditions need to be advanced; and how these methods can be integrated together and into
management practice needs to be addressed. Therefore according to the findings the IT
productivity paradox an evaluation method has to be carefully chosen and adopted for the
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measurement. And this leads us to the topic of this ‘Diplomarbeit’, the evaluating the
performance of IT (in this case EDMS), starting with the identification of problems and
pitfalls in measuring the performance benefits of IT and specially EDMS.
2.2.1 Pitfalls in measuring IT and electronic document management systems
Before an appropriate performance measurement approach can be adopted and used in the
practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS the pitfalls in measuring IT
and EDMS have to be identified. These pitfalls will be from great help for the detection of
selection criteria in chapter three to identify an appropriate performance measurement
approach for EDMS. Research suggests that the identification of intangible assets, risk
evaluation, and the time-lags of IT/IS investments are the most significant problems in
evaluating the performance of information-technology and –systems. Throughout the
reference list of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ these three areas of concerns have been discussed in the
literature about IT/IS performance evaluation. They will be briefly discussed and explained
in the following.
2.2.1.1

Intangible Assets

The aim of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is to evaluate the performance benefits of EDMS. As
described in chapter one, IT investments are still an ‘act of faith’. And that is mostly because
of the difficulties that are involved in assessing IT benefits. One of the most complicated
tasks in the evaluation process is the measurement of the intangible costs and benefits or
assets. According to Kaplan/Norton (1996, pp. 2-3), in the industrial economy, companies
created value with their tangible assets, by transforming raw material into finished products.
Moreover, a 1982 Brookings Institute study showed that tangible book values represented 62
per cent of industrial organisations’ market value. And recent studies estimated that by the
end of the 20th century in the knowledge-based IT business environment the book value of
tangible assets accounted for only 10 to 15 per cent of companies’ market value (Webber
(2000) in Kaplan/Norton, 2001).
According to Turban/McLean/Wetherbe (2002, p. 573), a major problem in evaluating IT is
that many of its benefits are intangible: They are real and important, but it is not easy to
accurately estimate their value. Furthermore, KaplanNorton (2004, p. 54) stated that the main
difficulty is that the value of intangible assets depends on their organisational context and a
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company’s strategy. Unlike tangible assets, intangibles almost never create value by
themselves; they need to be combined with other assts (KaplanNorton 2004, p. 54).
According to Turban/McLean/Wetherbe (2002, p. 579), IT can produce many benefits that
could improve performance. It can speed up business processes, provide more accurate
information for decision making and management control, improve communications, and
make it easier for employees to work together. And these benefits are often difficult to
measure by themselves, and their impact on organisational performance is even less
measurable. The benefits that IT/IS and especially EDMS are providing organisations are
mainly intangible and that makes it extremely difficult to evaluate the performance.
Finding a valid definition for intangibles is again complicated, as like in every other research
field, a large amount of terminologies exists. Even different terms are used to describe
intangibles like the following: intangibles, intangible capital, intangible resources,
intellectual capital, and intellectual property. And there is also a wide spectrum of definitions
for each term in the literature21.
According to Eckstein (2004) one of most widely accepted and used definitions in the
literature as well as in practice is Lev’s following definition of intangible assets (IA) which
will be used for this ‘Diplomarbeit’: “An intangible asset is a claim to future benefits that
does not have a physical or financial (a stock or a bond) embodiment” (Lev, 2001).
Following this definition intangibles are characterised by the set of subsequent attributes.
They tend to lack the classical bottleneck characteristics, they reach the expected economies
of scale quickly, and often they show network effects (Daum (2002) in Kaufmann/Schneider
(2004). Furthermore they stated that additionally they may be characterised by various
occurrences within group of intangibles, missing physical and/or financial/monetary
attitudes, partial accountability, claims for future incomes, limited tradability, and a partially
missing market. In concluding this discussion about defining intangible assets it can be said
that most of the definitions refer to knowledge and/or state that intangibles constitute claims
to future benefits (Kaufmann/Schneider, 2004). Going one step further to categorise or
structure IA is again difficult because of several different approaches. Kaufmann/Schneider
(2004) provides again a detailed overview about all existing categorisations of different kinds
of intangibles. However, there is one categorisation which seems to consider all aspects and
21

A detailed overview and discussion about existing terms and definitions can be found in
Kaufmann/Schneider, 2004.
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provides to most practical categorisation and that is Sveiby’s (1997) categorisation of
intangibles. He used the external structure (brands, or customer-relationships), internal
structure (management, software, and culture for example), and employee competence
(training and experience) to describe intangibles which have their roots in the organisation’s
personnel. This aforementioned categorisation has also been used as a theoretical framework
for most of the performance evaluation methods in chapter 2.2.2.2 (measurement of
intangible assets).
2.2.1.2 Risk evaluation
According to Dehning/Richardson/Stratopoulos (2004, p. 9), managing risk has been the
subject of a great deal of research in many business fields such as strategic management,
finance, and accounting. The importance of managing and measuring risk for the investment
evaluation of IT/IS has been identified and underlined by many researchers (Willcocks, 1994;
Love/Irani/Edwards, 2005; Clemons/Weber, 1990; etc.). According to Ballantine/Stray
(1998, p.11), the incorporation of risk and uncertainty into the IT/IS investment decision
process is an important factor in the evaluation process. A study carried out by
Ballantine/Stray (1998) shows that in total, 55 per cent of the analysed and respondent
organisations took account of risk/uncertainty when appraising their most recent IS/IT
project. Furthermore, the aforementioned study led to the conclusion that the incorporation of
risk and uncertainty into the IT/IS investment evaluation process is one of the most important
topics in the practice and theoretical research.
According to Willcocks (1994) three major areas of risk are frequently downplayed in
evaluating IS/IT proposals and are major pitfalls in the performance measurement of IT. The
first area of risk refers to the failure in incorporating adequate risk assessment of different IT
options at the prioritisation and feasibility stage of projects. Secondly, the cost to the
organisation where implementation may be less than smooth, and where additional
implementation time begins to add very large cost burdens. And finally, the third area
involves the risk exposure of the organisation in terms of security and what happens when for
example, the EDMS is no longer properly secure (hacker attacks). Large network
organisations are built on information and data and they need a very high level of reliability
and back-up systems in case of a data emergency. All of the aforementioned three major
areas of risks are key problems when assessing the performance of EDMS.
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According to these findings the integration of risk into the performance evaluation system
has to be ensured. And it is therefore clear that, in the case of developing a framework for the
performance measurement of EDMS risk has to be included in the evaluation system and its
importance must not be underestimated.
2.2.1.3

Time lags of IT/IS benefits

Long term costs benefits of IT/IS investments are also sometimes called the future value
drivers of an investment. Numerous researchers identified that especially with the investment
in IT/IS huge time lags between the initial investment and time of amortisation do exist. But
on the flip side of the coin there is also the problem surrounding the measurement and
identification of costs of an IT/IS investment.
According to Bryjnolfsson (1993, p. 75), benefits that derive from an IT investment can,
depending on the nature of the investment, take several years to show results. An
econometric research study by Bryjnolfsson (1998, p. 51) found average time lags of two-tothree years before an impact on the organisational performance takes place. Before an IT
investment can be fully integrated and used to its full abilities, the user needs time in order to
accept the new technology (e.g. training).
Therefore, this fact has been taken into account when measuring the performance of EDMS.
The performance measurement system should therefore have the ability to measure the future
value of EDMS and not only at a certain point after its introduction in the organisation. The
future impact of the system on the performance has to be made predictable and taken into
account and the aforementioned time-lag of IT investments must not be neglected for the
performance measurement.
2.2.2

Selected approaches for the evaluation of electronic documents systems

The number of approaches, methods, or models available for evaluating the performance of
IT/IS investment is uncountable. But evaluating performance benefits is even more important
in

today’s

highly

globalised

competitive

business

environment.

According

to

Love/Irani/Edwards (2005, p.3), there are a myriad of reasons why organisations should
appraise the performance of their IT/IS investments, these include: comparison between
different IT projects so as to determine those that are going to add value to the organisation’s
strategic positioning; ranking of projects in terms of organisational priorities; justifying
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investment requests by management; control expenditure, benefits, risk, development and
implementation of projects; and providing a framework that facilitates organisational
learning.
According to Shank/Govindarajan, 1992 (in Milis/Mercken 2004, 92), a strong correlation
exists between the control and measurement of IT/IS and higher effectiveness of it, however
measured. Basically two techniques can be identified: the more traditional capital investment
appraisal techniques (mainly based on financial cost-benefit analysis) with its roots in
accounting and traditional controlling, and the upcoming stream of the so called performance
measurement systems (for example the balanced scorecard (BSC)) that include both
financial- and non-financial measures and operational- and strategic-level. Another important
research stream identifies knowledge or intangible assets as important key performance
measures and makes them the centre of their appraisal approach. Within these classifications
many approaches or techniques have been developed like the customised IT-controlling
approach.
During an extensive literature review many research areas were considered to be appropriate
for evaluating performance benefits of EDMS. The following four areas are identified as
appropriate and will be discussed within this ‘Diplomarbeit’: Firstly, the traditional
investment evaluation approaches which are still used for the evaluation of IT/IS
investments; Secondly, the research area ‘measurement of intangible assets’ or knowledge
which builds on the knowledge creating theories of Nonaka/Takeuchi (1995) and
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999); thirdly, the IT-controlling perspective which uses
measurements and models of accounting and controlling is also an important area for EDMS;
and the last research area which will be analysed in this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is the system of
performance management (PMS). The reasons for choosing these approaches are again either
due to the fact that they are already widely accepted in the literature and/or practice of IT/IS
performance measurement (traditional investment evaluation approaches, IT-Controlling
approach, and the performance measurement system approach), or because they are
especially valuable for the evaluation process of EDMS in trying to overcome some of its
pitfalls (measurement of intangible assets). However, the most important evaluation methods
from each area relevant to EDMS will be discussed. And in chapter three one method will be
chosen and adopted for evaluating the performance benefits of EDMS for an organisation.
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As mentioned above, the number of approaches for the evaluation of IT/IS are uncountable
and so are the number of classification systems for performance evaluation methods. The
classification that has been developed for the performance measurement approaches for
EDMS has been adopted from Kueng (1998) and zur Muehlen (2002). Zur Muehlen used
Kueng’s model for the positioning of workflow-based controlling methods. On the horizontal
axis Kueng (1998) listed the aspects that need to be analysed (quantitative/qualitative). On
the vertical axis Kueng (1998) positioned the scope of analysis divided into business process
and enterprise. This idea has been used and adopted for the development of the present
classification of evaluation approaches for EDMS (Figure II).
On the vertical axis the aspects that are analysed predominantly by the evaluation approach
are displayed. They can either be exclusively qualitative or quantitative or a combination of
both. On the horizontal axis the scope of the evaluation of the approach is displayed. Two
types of evaluation approaches will be distinguished. The evaluation approach can in this
case either have a general focus on organisational investments or on pre-adopted customized
IT/IS investment evaluations.

Measurement of
intangible assets

Qualitative

(IV)

Performance
Measurement
Systems

(III)

Aspects Analysed

IT-Controlling
(I)

Quantitative

(II)

Traditional
Investment
Evaluation

General Financial focus

Scope of Evaluation

IT/IS focus

Figure II: Classification of evaluation approaches for EDMS (adopted from Kueng, 1998)
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Hence, a four quadrant matrix has been developed to classify the evaluation approaches that
will be introduced in the frame of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ as an appropriate candidate for the
practical framework for measuring the performance of EDMS. The four approaches are: (1)
traditional investment evaluation approaches; (2) measurement of intangible asset
approaches; (3) IT-Controlling approaches; and (4) the performance measurement system
approach. Within these approaches techniques have been selected and qualified as
appropriate for the performance measurement technique for EDMS. These evaluation
approaches have been introduced into the matrix and will be explained in detail in the
following sections. Specific criteria will be introduced in chapter three based upon which the
most suitable approach and technique to measure the performance of EDMS will be selected
and introduced into the developed framework in chapter four.
2.2.2.1 Traditional investment evaluation approach
Even given the widespread knowledge about the pitfalls in measuring IT/IS investments
traditional investment evaluation techniques are still frequently used. According to Willcocks
(1996), research strongly indicates that the feasibility study of capital investments in today’s
companies and organisations is mainly based on financial cost-benefit analysis, conducted
using traditional capital investment-appraisal techniques. These traditional methods are
suitable for capital investments where the fixed asset has a long term resale value that often
appreciates with inflation. For IT investments however, the reverse is true since the
exponential rate of technological development renders IT resources obsolete in a far shorter
duration (Primrose, 1991 in Love/Irani/Edwards 2005, p. 3). However, for the sake of
completeness and given the fact that traditional investment evaluation techniques are still
widely used in organisations for IT/IS investments they will be taken into consideration for
the performance evaluation of EDMS.
The traditional investment evaluation approach has been introduced into the corner of quarter
I in Figure II. This is due to the fact that traditional evaluation approaches are mainly using a
quantitative measurement approach and are not customised for the evaluation of IT/IS
investments. Traditional investment evaluation methods can be classified into two groups;
static and dynamic evaluation methods. The main difference between these groups is that
dynamic investment evaluation methods considers time in the evaluation process (Probst,
2001). They can also be classified into discount cash flow (DCF) techniques and non-DCF
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techniques. DCF techniques reduce all projected cash outflows and inflows associated with a
given investment or project back to point zero, the present, so as to express everything in
present money values (Willcocks, 1994). This provides the ability to compare different
investments at a different time with a common basis of comparison. Examples under this
class are net present value (NPV), expected present value (EPV), internal rate of return
(IRR), and profitability index method (PIM). Non-DCF techniques ignore the time value of
money; examples for this class are payback period (PBK) and the accounting rate of return
(ARR) (Willcocks 1994). However, as the investment in EDMS provides benefits over a
certain period of time it can be said that dynamic approaches or DCF techniques might be
more appropriate then using non-DCF.
A literature review carried out by Milis/Mercken (2004) identified the commonly used
techniques for information technology as follows: Payback Period (PP), and Accounting Rate
of Return/Return on Investment (ARR/ROI). The lesser used and more difficult to calculate
techniques are: Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR)22 and adjusted net
present value on investment technique’ (ANPVoI).
The traditional PP technique is according to the IT investment research considered as the
least suitable appraisal technique. According to Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 88) “this is due to
the fact that IT/IS projects are judged on the period needed to compensate the initial
investment projects with fast payback are favoured”. According to the findings in chapter 2.2
the problem lies in the fact that the benefits of the majority of the investments in IT/IS are
long term. That means that the amortisation time of an IT/IS investment is far longer than in
most of the other organisational investment cases.
The return on investment is one of the best known performance measurement approaches and
is used as a prototype for the majority of new performance measurement systems (Gladen,
2003). The ROI has been developed by the Dupont Corporation and the General Motors
Corporation in the mid-twentieth century. Originally, the ROI was a measure of return on the
total investment in the entire business, not the ROI of a project or a training course or any
other isolated aspect of a business but it can easily be adopted to use it as a measurement for
the performance of EDMS. According to Weston/Copeland (1992, p. 257), the ROI can be
used at both the firm level and division or segment level. It can be used for long-term (5-10
years) forecasts or annual and even monthly or project projections (Weston/Copeland, 1992,
22

A detailed overview about aforementioned literature review can be found in Milis/Mercken (2004) Table 1.
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p. 257). Information about in-depth calculation methods and case studies using the ROI can
be found in Gladen (2003).
The NPV technique belongs to the discounted cash flow techniques that take account of the
time value of money. According to Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 88) the NPV technique
calculates the present value of the investment’s money flows, using a discount rate.
According to Weston/Copeland (1992, p. 310), the NPV indicates the expected impact of the
project on the value of the firm. Projects with a positive NPV are expected to increase the
value of the firm. The NPV is calculated as the present value of the project’s cash inflows
minus the present value of the project’s cash outflows.
According to Weston/Copeland (1992, p. 310), the equation for the net present value (NPV)
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forth represent the net cash flows; k is the firm’s opportunity cost of capital; I0 is the initial
cost of the project; and n is the project’s expected life.
The third traditional investment evaluation approach is called the internal rate of return
(IRR). The IRR is defined as the interest rate that equates the present value of the expected
future cash flows, or receipts, to the initial cost outlay (Weston/Copeland, 1992, p. 311).
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The value of CFn is known, but the value of IRR not. Therefore, the IRR equation is one with
one unknown, which can be solved for the value of IRR. According to Weston/Copeland
(1992, p. 312), some value of IRR will cause the sum of the discounted receipts to equal the
initial cost of the project, making the equation equal to zero, and that value of IRR is the

23

The second equation is simply a shorthand expression in which sigma signifies “sum up” or add the present
values of n cash flow terms (Weston/Copeland, 1992, p. 310)
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internal rate of return24. The ROI, NPV and the IRR are discounted cash flow techniques and
can be identified as an appropriate approach for the performance measurement.
The next evaluation stage of the NPV technique is called the ‘Adjusted Net Present Value on
Investment technique’ (ANPVoI) (Jonen et al. 2004, p. 200). The equation for the calculation
of the adjusted net present value on investment is25 ANPVoI =

NPV + RO
.
I

The adjusted net present value is the static NPV plus the real option. According to Shaikh
(2004), real option theory is a recent approach which uses the methodology and theory of
financial options to value intangible assets. A real option is an option that is based on nonfinancial assets. According to Shaikh (2004, p. 445), “a financial option is the right, but not
the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset at a fixed price for a predetermined period of
time”. The real option can be calculated with several analytical and numerical methods like
the

Black/Scholes-Formula,

the

Monte-Carlo-Simulation,

or

the

Lattice-Approach

(Hommel/Lehmann (2001) in Jonen et al. (2004, p. 202).
Some researchers do also refer the profitability index method (PIM) as the next evaluation
stage or as an extension of the two basic DCF techniques. However, these aforementioned
techniques are still commonly used as appraisal techniques for IT investment and can be
taken into consideration when developing a framework for the performance measurement of
EDMS.
2.2.2.2

Measurement of intangible assets approach

The second approach for the evaluation of performance benefits of EDMS is called the
measurement of intangible asset approach. Referring to Figure II, the measurement of
intangible asset approach is placed in quadrant IV of the figure. That implies that this
approach focuses primarily on the measurement of qualitative indicators and is partly
customised for the performance measurement of IT/IS.
Before introducing techniques of the measurement of intangible assets approach or
knowledge management measurement approach some terms and approaches need to be
explained in more detail. Prior to this it has to be mentioned that it would be a very
controversial assumption to say that EDMS does create knowledge. But this will not be
24

Notice that the internal rate of return formula is simply the NPV formula, solved for that particular value k
that causes the NPV to equal zero (Weston/Copeland, 1992, p. 310).
25
RO: Real Option; I: Investment.
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assumed. It will be assumed that EDMS support organisations in the managing
information and data. And the benefits that such a system creates are mostly intangible.
That is why knowledge management and its theories will be explained.
The term knowledge management started to become very popular at the beginning of the
1990s. According to Kim/Chaudhury/Raghav Rao (2002, p. 60), knowledge management
(KM) is referred to as a “systemic and integrated approach to identifying, managing, and
sharing all of an enterprise’s tacit and explicit knowledge so that employees can use the
knowledge to be more effective and productive in their organisational work”. Furthermore,
he stated that KM involves value creation in pursuit of organisational objectives by applying
explicit and/or tacit knowledge to a wide range of business processes. Marwick (2001, p.
814) wrote that “KM is the name given to the set of systematic and disciplined actions that an
organisation can take to obtain the greatest value from the knowledge available to it”. In the
frame of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ the focus is on the measurement of the technologies that enable
the effective management of knowledge.
Information only becomes important and valuable for an organisation if it can be transferred
into knowledge and afterwards be transferred into action (the right decisions)
(Davenport/Prusak 1998, p. 6). And the problem that has to be solved is how to manage and
structure information in a way that every employee at any time and any place has access to
valuable information and can use it to create valuable knowledge.
A large amount of knowledge management (KM) concepts and theories do exist in the
literature26.

The

following

two

theories

from

Nonaka/Takeuchi

(1995)

and

Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999) can be named as the most recognised and most referenced of
all existing concepts in the literature. Nonaka’s ‘knowledge spiral’ explains the creation of
knowledge through interaction between explicit and tacit knowledge. And Probst’s ‘building
blocks of knowledge management’ theory focuses on technologies to support the knowledge
creation process. For the purpose of developing a framework that measures the performance
of EDMS the theory of building blocks of knowledge management (Probst/Raub/Romhardt,
1999) will be explained and discussed in more detail.

26

See North 1999.
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Probst: Building Blocks of Knowledge Management
The second knowledge management concept that is helpful for developing a practical
framework for the performance evaluation for EDMS are the building blocks of knowledge
management originally developed by Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999). According to
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, p. 28), most of the existing KM approaches or frameworks are
too abstract to serve as a basis for practical interventions. Probst therefore developed an
integrated framework (Appendix, Figure III) for KM which will serve as a guideline for all
interventions aimed at structuring knowledge resources.
The differences between Nonaka’s knowledge spiral and Probst’s knowledge management
blocks are as follows. Nonaka’s knowledge spiral has been used to explain how knowledge
can be created in an organisation, whereas Probst’s KM blocks can and will be used in this
‘Diplomarbeit’ to identify where technologies (especially EDMS) can support the creation of
knowledge in an organisation. Therefore, it can be said that Nonaka’s knowledge spiral is a
useful tool to explain the term knowledge and its creation and Probst’s building blocks to
enable the identification of technological support for knowledge creation and its
measurement.
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999) building block of KM is partly based on theoretical
considerations and partly on real problems. Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999) identified practical
problems which had a clear knowledge dimension. Their investigation took place during a
two-year period of intensive collaboration with companies of significant size within the
framework of the ‘Forum for Organisational Learning and Knowledge Management’27.
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999) started by grouping and broadly categorizing the problems
that they have encountered in various companies. This enabled them to identify a number of
activities which are regarded as the core processes of KM, and which are all fairly closely
related (Probst/Raub/Rombardt, 1999).

27

The Forum for Organisational Learning and Knowledge Management has existed since 1995. Examples of
included major companies are: AT&T, Deutsche Bank, SWISSCOM, UBS, etc. Scientific support is provided
by the GENEVA KNOWLEDGE GROUP, a research and consulting company which specializes in learning
and knowledge.
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Figure III: Building blocks of knowledge management (Probst/Raub/Romhardt 1999, p. 34)

The building block model (Figure III) consists of two circles, the internal and the external
(Bodrow/Bergmann, 2003, pp.46-51). The internal circle consists of the following knowledge
blocks: knowledge identification, knowledge acquisition, knowledge development,
knowledge sharing/distribution, knowledge utilization, and knowledge retention. To sustain a
working knowledge in an organisation all blocks have to be monitored and analysed at all
times. According to Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, p. 30), the core processes (internal circle,
Figure III) of KM yield a broad picture of the operational problems that may arise in dealing
with knowledge as a strategic resource. However, there may also be difficulties if a company
fails to embed its handling of knowledge within an overall strategy. Probst/Raub/Rombardt
(1999) therefore added two further building blocks, namely knowledge assessment and
knowledge goals (or objectives) building the external circle (Figure III).
One of the core tasks of management is to define goals and the strategy so as to give a
direction to the company’s essential processes. According to Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999,
pp. 33-34), in most companies, the organisational knowledge aspect is still disregarded when
goals are formulated, whether at the normative, strategic or operational level. But knowledge
goals should be formulated at each of the three levels. The second block, knowledge
assessment, is about methods for measuring normative, strategic and operational knowledge.
The way in which knowledge goals are formulated determines the ways in which they can be
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assessed. Selected methods for the assessment of knowledge will be provided after the
building blocks of knowledge management. Moving on to the inner circle, the core process of
KM, knowledge identification, is about the analysis of existing external and internal
knowledge. Effective KM must ensure sufficient internal and external transparency, and help
individual employees to locate what they need (Probst/Raub/Rombardt, 1999, p. 30). A
significant part of a company’s knowledge is imported from the outside. According to
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, pp. 30-31), relationships with customers, suppliers,
competitors and partners in co-operative ventures have considerable potential to provide
knowledge – a potential that is seldom fully utilized, but systematic KM must take these
possibilities into account (knowledge acquisition). The degree in which EDMS can support
the acquisition is relatively low (see also Marwick 2001). The next block, knowledge
development, is a block which complements knowledge acquisition. According
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, p. 31), its focus is on generating new skills, new products,
better ideas and more efficient processes. EDMS can support the development of knowledge
with its search and storage function. The level or degree of support might be measurable.
Knowledge sharing and distribution within an organisation are vital to enable the creation of
new knowledge (see also Nonaka/Takeuchi, 1995, ontological dimension). It is not necessary
for everybody to know everything: on the contrary, the principle of division of labour calls
for a meaningful description and management of the scope of knowledge distribution28
(Probst/Raub/Rombardt 1999, pp. 31-32). EDMS can support organisations greatly to support
the sharing and distribution process of knowledge. The sharing and distribution of knowledge
can be translated into Nonaka’s ‘explicit to explicit’ knowledge creation (combination). And
EDMS can support this process of knowledge explicit to explicit knowledge creation with its
search, retrieval, viewing, workflow, storage, and capture function. According to Marwick
(2001, p. 816), the use of technology to manage and search collections of explicit knowledge
is well established. Furthermore he outlined that there can be little doubt that the phase of
knowledge creation best supported by IT is combination, because it deals with explicit
knowledge. With the next building block, knowledge utilisation, the company should ensure
that the new knowledge is not only created but is also being used in the organisation.
According to Davenport/Prusak (1998, p. 6), not the creation of knowledge creates value; the
28

Knowledge distribution is the process of sharing and spreading knowledge which is already present within the
organisation (Probst/Raub/Rombardt, 1999).
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usage of the knowledge to make the right decision creates value for an organisation. The
difficulty of the last building block; knowledge retention, is to select important from useless
knowledge and store it for future usage. According to Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, pp. 3233), the selective retention of information, documents and experience requires management
and the processes for selecting; storing and regularly updating knowledge of potential future
value must therefore be carefully structured and selected. This building block for the creation
of knowledge in organisations can strongly be supported by EDMS. The ability of storing
documents in several cabinets or libraries in connection with sophisticated search functions
makes EDMS an important technology for the creation of knowledge. And the degree of
support might again be measurable. As mentioned earlier these two concepts or theories have
been chosen because of their widely accepted importance in practice and theory and also
because of their relevance for the evaluation of EDMS. Its importance for this ‘Diplomarbeit’
will be visible in the upcoming chapters.
Measuring the creation or value of knowledge looks almost impossible, as the value of
knowledge depends on the circumstances (Probst/Raub/Rombardt 1999, p. 244). According
to Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999, p. 244), “to quantify knowledge, we must objectify it, and
this means separating it from particular situations, times and people. Therefore, knowledge
can only be recorded indirectly, and therefore not with complete precision”. The idea that
knowledge can be made visible and measured exactly leads to expect a degree of objectivity
where there can only be approximation (Probst/Raub/Rombardt, 1999). It is therefore, once
again controversial whether knowledge can be measured or not. Various researchers29 and
practitioners30 are developing metrics and models to measure knowledge (Liebowitz/Wright,
1999). The concept of measuring the creation of knowledge in an organisation was developed
and used firstly by Scandinavian organisations. As the following methods only focus on the
measurement of intangible assets its usage for measuring the performance of EDMS is
restricted. But it could be used as a point of departure for the performance evaluation method
and of the techniques can be used whenever it comes to develop a performance measurement
approach.
Andriessen (2004, p. 30) carried out a recent literature review and identified 30 methods for
the valuation or measurement of intangibles. This systematic literature review identified a
29
30

For a detailed overview see also Liebowitz/Beckman 1998; Liebowitz 1999; and Lee/Lee/Kang 2004).
See also Edvinsson/Malone, (1998).
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two dimensional classification for intangible capital evaluation techniques. These concerned
the question of why to value or measure IC (improving internal management; improving
external reporting; transactional and statutory motives) as well as how to value or measure IC
(financial valuation; value measurement; value assessment and measurement). Andriessen
(2004) introduced ten influential techniques in the ‘why by how matrix’. The ‘how’ has been
introduced into the matrix due to the fact that researchers of IA valuation or measurement
have a wide variety of motives. According to Andriessen (2004), these problem definitions
can be grouped into problems around improving internal management, improving external
reporting, or statutory and transactional motives. To classify the ‘how’ of the techniques,
Andriessen (2004) developed a theoretical framework based on value theory. The following
four criteria were used to assess the methods and determine what type of valuation or
measurement: financial valuation, value measurement, value assessment, and measurement.
In combining the motives and types into a ‘why by how matrix’ these categorisations of
motives and approaches help to classify the state of the art performance measures.
In order to choose the most appropriate methods of measurement for EDMS we will start
with the ‘why’. According to Andriessen’s framework three ‘why’ questions do exist in his
classification: (1) improving internal management; (2) improving external reporting; and (3)
transactional and statutory motives. As the aim of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is to develop a
practical framework that measures the performance of EDMS that provides the decisionmakers with a comprehensive tool to assess the performance impact that EDMS have on their
organisation, the first two ‘why’ questions can be regarded as one category. However, given
that the most important representation of the first category will be introduced within
performance measurement systems, the category ‘improving external reporting’ has been
selected.
And as the aim is the measurement of performance the ‘how’ category ‘measurement’ has
been chosen. Therefore, the following three methods have been selected as candidates to
evaluate the intangible performance benefits of EDMS: Edvinsson’s intangible capital
navigator, Sveiby’s intangible assets monitor, and Roos’s intellectual capital index31 and will
be introduced in greater detail in the following section.

31

Another detailed overview about existing intangible assets measurement methods can be found in
Bodrow/Bergmann (2003) and Kannan/Aulbur (2004).
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The Intangible Capital Navigator (Edvinsson)
The Intangible Capital Navigator developed by Leif Edvinsson (also called the Skandia
Navigator) is a collection of critical measurements that all comprise a holistic view of
performance and goal achievement. According to Bodrow/Bergmann (2003, pp. 95-107), it is
at present time the most sophisticated measurement tool for intangible assets and knowledge.
The

architecture

of

the

Skandia

Navigator

is

simple

yet

very

sophisticated

(Bodrow/Bergmann, 2003, 95-107). Five focus areas have been identified to capture all the
important areas for measurement of intangible assets: financial focus, customer focus, human
focus, process focus, renewal and development focus. The financial perspective captures the
outcome of activities. Moreover, it captures the long-term goals and it further includes large
parts of the results of the other perspectives. According to Edvinsson/Malone (1998), it
represents a view that goes from the outside looking to the inside of the organisation. The
customer focus measures how well the organisation fulfils the customers’ needs. That
implements the measurement of customer needs and the level of satisfaction with the
supplied goods and services. According to Edvinsson/Malone (1998), the process focus of
the Skandia Navigator captures the actual processes of creating services and products to the
customers’ desire. It evaluates for example how well the processes support the customer
services. The focus area is also connected to the internal processes (Edvinsson/Malone,
1998). It gives answers to questions such as are the employees working in an efficient
manner or therefore in a correct manner. The renewal and development focus of the
Edvinsson’s Skandia Navigator aims at reassuring the organisations long-term renewal and in
part its sustainability. It gives answers to the following questions: what steps and actions are
taken now to ensure long-term growth and profitability; what is required to attain and
develop the knowledge needed to perceive and satisfy our customers’ needs
(Edvinsson/Malone, 1998). The final perspective, the human focus is the heart of the
organisation and is essential in a value creating organisation. The process of knowledge
creation is visualised in this focus area (Edvinsson/Malone, 1998).
The Intangible Assets Monitor (Sveiby)
The second technique of intangible asset measurement approaches is called the ‘intangible
asset monitor’ and was originally developed by Karl Erik Sveiby. The intangible asset
monitor is a presentation format that displays indicators for internal management purposes
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(Sveiby 1998; Marr/Schiuma/Nelly 2004, p. 560). According to Sveiby (1998, p. 26-32), the
invisible intangible part of the balance sheet can be classified as a family of the following
three: External Structure; Internal Structure; and Individuals’ Competence. Individual
competence is people’s capacity to act in various situations. It includes skill, education,
experience, values and social skills. Internal structure consists of a wide range of patents,
concepts, models, and computer and administrative systems. These are created by the
employees and are thus generally owned by the organisation, and adhere to (Sveiby, 1998, p.
29). And finally, external structure consists of relationships with customers and suppliers,
brand names, trademarks and reputation or ‘image’. Indicators that measure these three
classes are according to Sveiby (1998, p. 29) growth, renewal, efficiency, and stability/risk.
A detailed discussion about each performance indicator for each class can be found in Sveiby
(1998, pp. 223-251).
The IC-Index Approach (Roos)
The IC-index approach for the evaluation of intangible capital has been developed by Roos et
al. (1997). According to Roos et al. (1997), “it can be interpreted as an approach which
consolidates IC indicators into a single index in order to provide a more comprehensive
visualisation of the company’s IC”. According to Marr/Schiuma/Nelly (2004, p. 556), the ICIndex approach represents an attempt to assess IC holistically. It is based on a so-called
distinction tree which splits IC into human capital and structural capital, separating
“thinking” and “non-thinking” knowledge assets. Human capital is further split into
competence (i.e. skills and education), attitude (i.e. the behavioural components of
employees’ work), and intellectual agility (i.e. the innovation ability of employees).
According to Marr/Schiuma/Nelly (2004, p. 557), Roos et al. (1997) propose consolidating
all the different IC measures into a single index or at least into a small number of indices.
The organisation should select32 and list its most important indices. Moreover, they should be
ranked and, for each category of IC, indicators should be selected and be expressed as a
dimensionless number (Marr/Schiuma/Nelly 2004, p. 557). As a conclusion it can be said
that the most valuable contribution of the IC-Index approach is that it allows organisations to

32

There are the following three main factors affecting the selection process the company has to go through: the
strategy; the characteristics of the company; and the characteristics of the business the company operate
Marr/Schiuma/Nelly (2004).
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measure how changes in the market or changes in other performance indicators correlate with
the changes in the IC-Index (Marr/Schiuma/Nelly 2004, p. 558).
2.2.2.3

The IT-Controlling approach

The IT-Controlling approach has grown and developed as another approach or way of
measurement out of the controlling approach. It has been placed in the far right bottom
quarter II of the classification matrix (Figure II). That implies that it is already set up to
measure the performance of IT/IS and that it uses mainly quantitative measures for the
evaluation but not exclusively in every technique. According to Pietch (1999, p. 108), these
methods have been specifically developed for the needs and requirements of measuring the
performance of information- and communication-technologies or systems. Its most important
methods are according to Pietsch (1999, p. 108) the ‘MAPIT-Model’, ‘FAOR-Model’, ‘Four
Stages Profit Model’, and the ‘Times-Saving-Time-Salary-Model’. The most suitable
methods for the measurement of the performance of EDMS have been selected and will be
introduced in the following section.
The Management productivity and Information technology (MAPIT-Model)
The MAPIT-Model has been developed at the Strategic Planning Institute (SPI) in
Cambridge/USA (Pietsch 1999, p. 108). Its aim is to reconstruct and organise the
organisation to build a base for the effective and efficient usage of IT. The model follows the
basic postulation that every information- and communication-activity causes processes or are
caused by processes. The MAPIT model follows the principle of economic efficiency, which
means every IT investment has to improve the productivity of the organisation (Pietsch 1999,
p. 108).
The following four assumptions have to be made before using the MAPIT-Model
(Höring/van Nievelt, 1986 in Pietsch 1999): Firstly, it is assumed that while using IT, nonfinancial benefits will be reflected in measurable financial indicators (cash-flow and ROI for
example). Secondly, a detailed organisational analysis and a documentation of investment
have to be made. Thirdly, the organisation has to be measured against competitors in similar
strategic situations (Benchmarketing). And finally, to measure the costs of the managementoverhead more accurate, it has to be separated from the operative business.
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The Four-Stages-Profit-Model
The four-stages-profit-model has been originally developed by Picot and Reichwald (1987)
and is grounded in the assumption that communication-processes and supporting technology
does not exist for its own sake; furthermore it is a tool that supports the whole business and
must therefore not be evaluated in isolation (Pietsch 1999, pp. 117-123). Therefore, every
layer that surrounds or affects the performance of an organisation has to be analysed and
evaluated. According to Picot/Reichwald (1987), the following four layers are critical: Layer
I: working place; Layer II: department; Layer III: the enterprise; and finally Layer IV: the
environment. For each layer a cost-/benefits-analysis have to be carried out but the results of
each layer should not be added together, so as to support transparency to make systematic
decision. If no appropriate quantitative measure can be found objective qualitative measures
can be used. A detailed example of the use of this model and guidelines for its usage can be
found in Pietsch 1999 (pp. 121-122).
2.2.2.4 Performance measurement system approach
The last approach that has been selected as a prospective suitable technique for the
performance evaluation of EDMS is the performance measurement system (PMS) approach.
The PMS has been placed right in the middle of the classification figure (Figure II). This
implies that it uses both qualitative and quantitative performance measures. Also, PMS
techniques exist that are either developed for analysing general investment and specified for
evaluating the performance of IT/IS investments.
According to Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters (2004, p. 268), “a PMS is a system (software,
databases, and procedures) to execute PM in a consistent and complete way”. The
measurements used to quantify the performance of the organisation are called performance
indicator (PI). According to Fortuin (1988) in Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters (2004, p. 268), “a PI
is a variable that expresses quantitatively the effectiveness or efficiency or both, of a part of
or a whole process, or system, against, a given norm or target”. PMS have its roots in
controlling- and measurement-systems developed in the 70s and it could be said that it is a
further development stage of the DuPont-system (Gladen, 2002). The modern performance
measurement systems are instruments that connect strategic and operative drivers and include
non-financial measures (Gladen, 2002). Again only a selected amount of concepts can be
presented in this ‘Diplomarbeit’. The most appropriate PMS for the measurement of EDMS
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performance are the following three: Performance Pyramid, Quantum Performance
Measurement Concept, and finally the most popular concept of all PMS the Balanced
Scorecard approach. A detailed overview about existing performance measurement concepts
can be found in Gleich (2001, pp. 52-74).
The Performance Pyramid
The first PMS concept that will be presented as a candidate for the performance evaluation of
EDMS is called the performance pyramid. Richard Lynch and Kelvin Cross introduced it in
1991 (Lynch/Cross, 1993). According to Lynch/Cross (1993) this methodology defines
objectives and metrics for different levels within the business. It begins at the top level of the
business and then cascades down through the business units, departments and individuals
(Figure IV). Under the performance pyramid, each different group or unit has their own
accountabilities and responsibilities.

Figure IV: The Performance Pyramid33

The performance pyramid shows how each group is linked to others in achieving the
company’s goals, and who in the organisation is responsible for each process and activity.
Furthermore, this allows each team to use their own combination of PM to achieve success
33

Diagram from http://www.bettermanagement.com/library from the article “Performance Indicators”
by Ian MacDonald.
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for the company. Within the performance pyramid each level of the organisation has
measures which support the goals of the higher level. Information flows up, down and across
levels meaning that managers at each level must agree on the measures, goals and potential
barriers to success. Additionally, this approach splits measurement into external and internal
performance groups (Gleich 2001, pp. 68-70). Internal measures reflect the company’s
performance in normal production against its income statement; and external measures show
the company performance that directly affects customers and external stakeholders which is
directly dependent upon external factors (Gleich 2001, pp. 68-70).
The Quantum Performance Measurement Concept
The second PMS that will be presented in this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is called the quantum
performance measurement concept (QPMC). This concept has been developed and invented
by Hronec and the Arthur Anderson Consulting Group (1996). Its aim is to optimise the
performance of an organisation. According to Hronec (1996), the performance measures –
‘vital signs’ - should focus on: organisational structure, processes, and employees in relation
to the dimensions quality, costs, and time (Gleich 2001, pp. 70-73). Therefore, the
performance measures are: Quality (measuring the class of the provided products and
services); time (measuring the class of the processes); and costs (measuring the economical
value) (Hronec 1996). Furthermore, the connection of the cost-and quality-dimension
represents the customer perspective, and the connection of quality and time the servicedimension resulting in an overall peak performance measure the so called ‘quantum
performance indicator’ (Hronec 1996). These three aforementioned performance indicators
will be connected with the organisation with the three performance layers (employee,
processes, and organisation). And the combination of the three performance layers with the
three

performance

measures

results

in

the

‘Quantum-Performance-Matrix’.

The

performance34 will be evaluated with the ‘Quantum-Evaluation-Model’. Starting point is the
strategy and with the support of ‘enablers’, strategic goals for the organisation will be
formulated, critical processes identified and analysed, and the output performance measures
for the whole organisation generated (Hronec 1996). In conclusion it can be said that the
QPMC connects the interrelated cost-, time-, and quality-targets in several performance

34

The detailed development and usage of the Quantum-Performance-Matrix can be found in Hronec 1996.
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layers (employee, processes, and organisation) with its stakeholder and best competitors or
competitor’s strategy.
The Balanced Scorecard
The most popular of all PMS is the concept of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC). According to a
study carried out by Accenture Consulting (2004, p. 7), approximately half of all companies
using performance measurement systems, have chosen the BSC approach. The original
concept of the BSC was first published in the Harvard Business Review in January-February
1992 by the Harvard-Professor Robert S. Kaplan and the consultant David P. Norton. During
a year-long research project with 12 companies at the leading edge of performance measures,
Kaplan and Norton devised a “balanced scorecard” – a set of measures that gives managers a
fast but also very comprehensive view of their business (Kaplan/Norton 1992, p.72). The
BSC includes financial- as well as non-financial measures. According to Bodrow/Bergmann
(2003, pp. 92-95), Kaplan and Norton’s non-financial measures (customer-, internal
business-, and innovation and learning-perspective) are basically the same perspectives as
used by the aforementioned concepts of Sveiby (Intangible Assets Monitor) and Edvisson
(Navigator) the financial measures are displayed in the financial perspective. The BSC does
not only analyse on an operational level it also analyses on the strategic level of an
organisation. According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 73), the BSC fills the gap between the
development of a strategy and its realisation by supporting and linking four ‘critical
management processes’: Clarify and translate vision and strategy; communicate and link
strategic objectives and measures; plan, set targets, and align strategic initiatives; enhance
strategic feedback and learning. The term ‘balance’ is supposed to be guaranteed by
considering short- and long-term/financial and non-financial/lagging and leading indicators,
concerning four perspectives (Hepworth 1998). Moreover, according to Kaplan/Norton
(1992, p. 73), the BSC meets several managerial needs. First, the BSC brings together, in a
single management report, many of the seemingly disparate elements of a company’s agenda.
Second, the BSC guards against sub-optimisation. That means that it lets the management see
whether improvement in one area may have been achieved by the cost of another (see also
EDMS-Decision-Tableau 4.5.2.2).
This new framework is integrating measures derived from strategy. While retaining financial
measures of past performance, the BSC introduces the drivers of future financial performance
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(Kaplan/Norton 1996, p. 8). The BSC allows a manager to look at its business from the
following four important perspectives (Figure V): Financial perspective, customer
perspective, internal business perspective, and the innovation and learning perspective (see
also Figure V). The Scorecard therefore finds itself again in balance between its external
stakeholders and customers, and its internal performance measures internal business
perspective and innovation and learning perspective. The term ‘balance’ also means that a
balance between external measures for shareholders and customers, and internal measures of
critical business processes, innovation, and learning and growth is ensured. According to
Kaplan/Norton (1996, p. 10), “the scorecard is also balanced between objective, easily
quantified outcome measures and subjective, somewhat judgemental, performance drivers of
the outcome measures”. In the following the four perspectives will be introduced.
A: Customer Perspective (How do customers see us?)
The first of the three non-financial perspectives, the customer perspective, answers the
question of how customers see the organisation. According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 7374), customers’ concerns tend to fall into the following four categories: time, quality,
performance and service, and cost. In order to measure the performance with the BSC,
companies have to articulate measurable goals for time, quality, and performance and
service. Examples for performance measures are: Market Share, Customer Retention,
Customer Acquisition, Customer Satisfaction and Customer Profitability.
B: Internal Business Perspective (What must we excel at?)
According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 73-74), after all, excellent customer performance
derives from processes, decisions, and actions occurring throughout an organisation.
Therefore, managers need to focus on those internal operations that enable them to satisfy
customer needs to create a superior business. According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 74-75),
the internal measures for the BSC should stem from the business processes that have the
greatest impact on customer satisfaction – factors that affect cycle time, quality, employee
skills, and productivity, for example. Moreover, companies’ should also attempt to identify
and measure their company’s core competencies, the critical technologies needed to ensure
continued market leadership. Companies should decide what processes and competencies
they must excel at and specify measures for them, Kaplan/Norton (1992).
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Figure V: The Balanced Scorecard links performance measures (Kaplan/Norton, 1992)

C: Innovation and Learning Perspective (Can we confirm to improve and create value?)
According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 73-75), the customer-based and internal business
process measures on the BSC identify the parameters that the company considers most
important for CA, but the targets for success keep changing rapidly in the information age.
Globalised competition requires that organisations makes continual improvements to their
existing products, services, and processes and have the ability to introduce entirely new
products with expanded capabilities. According to Kaplan and Norton, a company’s ability to
innovate, improve, and learn tied directly to the company’s value. Examples for performance
measures depending on formulated strategic goals are process time to maturity, time to
develop next product generation, or new product introduction vs. competitor.
D: Financial Perspective (How do we look to Shareholder?)
According to Kaplan/Norton (1992, p. 77), financial performance measures indicate whether
the company’s strategy, implementation, and execution are contributing to bottom-line
improvements. Typical examples for financial goals have to do with profitability, growth,
cash-flow, and shareholder value. Financial measures have recently been highly criticised in
theory and practice but its importance for measuring a company’s’ performance is still
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immense35. In fact, companies should specify how improvements in quality, cycle time,
quoted lead times, delivery, and new product introduction will lead to higher market shares,
operating margins, and asset turnover or to reduced operating expenses (Kaplan/Norton 1992,
p. 77).
In conclusion Kaplan/Norton (1996) summarised the features of the BSC as follows: The
BSC tell you the knowledge, skills, and systems that your employees will need (their learning
and growth) to innovate and build the right strategic capabilities and efficiencies (the internal
processes) that deliver specific value to the market (the customer), which will eventually lead
to higher shareholder value (the financials). Kaplan and Norton have always maintained that
the balanced scorecard was designed for use as a strategic performance measurement and
management framework (Kaplan/Norton, 1996), and they have urged us to think of the four
perspectives as interlinked and layered so that financial results are driven by customer
satisfaction, which are in turn driven by internal processes and, underneath these three layers,
lies the foundation of the learning and growth perspective. This causal relationship between
these perspectives can then be visualized in so-called decision tableau’s (Jonen et al., 2004).
According to Kaplan/Norton (1996), the BSC puts strategy and vision, not control, at the
centre. By combining the four perspectives, the BSC helps managers understand many
interrelationships. This understanding can help managers transcend traditional notions about
functional barriers and ultimately lead to improved decision making and problem solving.
Furthermore, the BSC keeps companies looking – and moving – forward instead of backward
as it uses the customer, internal-business-process, and learning and growth perspectives as
drivers of the future of the company.

35

For further discussions see Kaplan/Norton 1992, 1996.
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3.

Performance measurement method for EDMS

Before a practical framework for measuring the performance of EDMS can be developed in
chapter four, the most suitable performance measurement method for this purpose has to be
selected. Chapter 2.2 has already introduced suitable approaches and techniques for the
evaluation process, and it is now to select the most suitable out of these. Therefore, criteria
for the selection process must now be decided on.
Several performance evaluation assessment approaches do already exist in the literature (see
Gleich 2001, p. 88-90). According to Remenyi/Sherwood-Smith/White (1991) each
assessment approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, in order to choose one
which is appropriate, it is necessary to focus on the objectives of the assessment and what
decisions the evaluator intends to make with the results of the assessment. Hence, the
selection criteria will be selected as follows: Firstly, the performance measurement method
should be able to overcome the hurdles in measuring IT investments (see chapter 2.2.1). It
should include the possibility of measuring intangible assets, include the aspect of risk in the
performance measurement, and it should take the time-lag of IT-investments benefits into
account. Secondly, the measurement method should be flexible enough to adopt it for the
measurement of EDMS. And finally, the performance measurement method should be
practical enough to fit into the framework.
3.1 Criteria for the selection of the performance measurement approach
Following the introduction of several suitable evaluation methods in chapter 2.3 for the
evaluation of performance benefits of EDMS it is now time to select the most suitable
method for the development of the practical framework for performance measurement of
EDMS. Given the identification of the requirements for the performance evaluation method
throughout this ‘Diplomarbeit’ it is now possible to evaluate and select an appropriate
evaluation method. However, there are some general requirements for the selection of a
superior performance measurement method which also have to be taken into consideration in
addition to the aforementioned particular requirements for IT/IS and EDMS. According to
Meyer (2002, pp. 6-8) a superior performance evaluation methods should meet the following
requirements: Parsimony, there would be relatively few measures to keep track of, perhaps as
few as three financial measures and three non-financial measures. Predictive ability, meaning
that the non-financial measures would predict subsequent financial performance, i.e. the non53

financials would serve as leading performance indicators and the financials as lagging
indicators, as measures summarising performance after it occurred. Pervasiveness, whereby
these measures would pervade the organisation and the same measures would apply
everywhere Stability, i.e. the measurement system would be stable. Measures would change
gradually so as to maintain people’s awareness of long-term goals and consistency in their
behaviour. And finally applicability to compensation, whereby people would be compensated
for performance on these measures, which is for financial results and results of non-financial
measures known to be leading indicators of financial results. These aforementioned
requirements which combined lead to a superior performance measurement system, are very
stringent and in some cases not required or useful. However, they are pointing towards the
right direction yet need to be specified and modified for the purpose and specific
requirements of this ‘Diplomarbeit’.
A further assessment concept that goes into greater detail and is defined in a less general way
as the aforementioned concept has been developed and used by Gleich (2001, pp. 88-90).
Each of the eleven selected criteria that he uses represents a major function or part of PMS.
Gleich’s (2001, p. 90) selection criteria are as follows: Vision-and strategy-connection and
goal reaching measurement; Stakeholder differentiation; Measurement of several
performance-layers; Ability of maintenance of performance indicators; Flexibility of the
measurement system; Providing the possibility of using performance incentives; Integrating a
reporting system; Institutional framework; Using instruments in performance measurement;
and finally, using performance measurement for continues improvements.
Lynch/Cross36 (1993) addresses the following questions to assess a good PMS: Do measures
foster an environment of continuous improvement? Are the department's performance
indicators clearly linked to the strategic objectives of the business unit that the department
supports? In developing measures, have managers taken into account supplier-customers
networks? Is the performance of the entire business system more important than the local
department measures? Does one system/report take into account quality, delivery, cycle time
and waste? Are comments solicited from customer(s) when quality and delivery measures are
proposed? Does the system focus on reducing cycle time? Does the system help to focus on
the right priorities? Is the system responsive to changes in customer expectations? Are
reports simple, relevant, consistent and used as a catalyst for operational improvement?
36

In Gleich (2001)
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Building upon the knowledge of these several assessment criteria, the knowledge of the
hurdles for the evaluation of IT and especially EDMS, the understanding about the benefits
that EDMS can provide organisations with, and the understanding about the importance of
flexibility to fit into the framework the following assessment concept has been developed
(Table II).
The first criterion, flexibility, means that the selected evaluation method should provide the
versatility to use it for several evaluation purposes in an organisation. With this feature a
common evaluation standard could be introduced throughout the organisation which will
save time, costs, and provide the organisation with learning spill-over. Flexibility by
definition does therefore also include Meyers (2001) pervasiveness criteria. Objectivity is
also important when decisions about weighting performance indicators have to be made. As a
100 per cent objectivity rate can not be reached when intangible benefits are involved and
have to be measured it should at least provide the feature to control or measure the degree of
subjectivity that is involved.
The next assessment criteria, performance layer, demands that the performance method
evaluates the performance of EDMS in all the important department and performance levels
of the organisation. The reason for the introduction of the third assessment criterion derives
straight from one of the pitfalls in the measurement of IT/IS, the fact that benefits of IT/IS
investment can be measured immediately after its introduction; its amortize in the future.
Therefore, the selected evaluation method must include the feature of being able to take the
future value drivers into account. This also meets the requirement of predictability. And this
leads to the fourth criteria of the assessment process and that is the requirement of the ability
to measure financial and non-financial benefits. As nearly 90 per cent of an organisational’s
assets are intangible (Webber (2000)37 in Kaplan/Norton, 2001) and most of the benefits of
EDMS are non-financial in its nature it is very important to make them feasible and therefore
measurable. The fifth criterion is more practical and user related. The selected performance
measurement approach should be easy to use in its development, introduction, and usage
stage. This means that it should not be too time consuming in its development and
introduction phase and the results should be visually user friendly and presentable. The select
performance evaluation approach should also provide a multidimensional evaluation scale.
37

Research conducted by Prof. Baruch Lev of New York University, referenced in A.M. Webber, “New math
for a new economy”, Fast Company, January-February, pp. 217-224.
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Many of the traditional investment evaluation methods only measure the costs of an
investment project. But to evaluate the full scale benefits of EDMS it also has to provide the
ability to measure quality and time improvements that EDMS provide with organisations.
Moreover, as the benefits of EDMS are partly non-financial in their nature not everything
could be evaluation in cost. Therefore, a multidimensional approach is needed. It is also
important to the proved quality, or the knowledge that has been supported with the
introduction of EDMS. The performance measurement system for EDMS should also include
the possibility to differentiate between its stakeholders. Important stakeholders for an
organisation are not only its shareholders, but also every group that has any sort of impact or
interested on the organisational’s performance is important. That is because their aims and
targets have also been met and measured (Gleich 2001; Rummler/Brache 1990). The next
criterion is again more practical in nature. The criterion comparability should provide the
performance measurement approach with the ability to compare certain investments with
alternative solutions or investments.
The final assessment criterion for the selection of an appropriate performance measurement
approach is called project risk level. The selected performance measurement approach should
at least provide the possible to include risk in the evaluation. The importance of the factor of
risk in association with IT and EDMS has been discussed in chapter 2.2.1.2. However, these
are the criteria that have been identified as essential for selecting a superior measurement
system. These identified criteria have been introduced into Table II. Through the use of this
Table a decision about on an appropriate performance evaluation method can be made, which
will be outlined in the subsequent chapter.
3.1.1 Evaluation of selected approaches for EDMS
Table II (selecting performance measurement method for EDMS) lists the criteria to select a
suitable performance evaluation approach. A plus sign indicates that the selected
performance measurement approach fulfils the requirement of certain criteria. And a minus
sign means that the performance measurement approach does not provide the ability to meet
the listed requirement. However, in this chapter each evaluation technique of each approach
will be evaluated with the aforementioned criterion. And the technique that has the majority
of plus signs will be selected and adopted for the practical framework to measure the
performance of electronic document management systems.
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3.1.1.1 Traditional investment approach
As mentioned above, IT/IS investments differ in nature from other capital investments as the
success or failure of an IT investment is dependent on the organisation and humans that use
the technology or system. According to Milis/Mercken (2004), such investments can be high
risk as in the sense that they often manifest themselves as erratic timing of cash flows and
significant intangible costs. According to Love/Irani/Edwards (2005), traditional evaluation
methods are suitable for capital investments where fixed asset has a long term resale value
that often appreciates with inflation and that is not the case with an investment in a new
EDMS. And Kumar (2004) quoted that it has been recognised and widely accepted that
traditional financial evaluation techniques, such as net present value (NPV), undervalue IT
infrastructure investments, since they do not carefully consider relatively intangible benefits.
According to Grover (2001) many observers have pointed out that formal accounting systems
do not measure the valuable knowledge, intellectual capital, and other ‘intangible’ assets of
an organisation. The market values of knowledge-intensive organisations are often several
times their ‘book’ or accounting value. However, in general companies are moving away
from the more or less financial appraisal approaches. According to Kaplan/Norton (2000),
even today’s best financial frameworks do not capture all the dynamics of performance in
today’s knowledge-based competition. And as 50% of organisational assets are intangibles,
companies can no longer use financial measures that solely measure financial assets. Starting
with the first prospect candidate, the ROI, the results of the evaluation process can be seen in
Table II. With having only one positive sign of the requirements (Ease of use/Visualisation
(Parsimony)) for measuring effectively EDMS, the ROI can not be classified as an
appropriate evaluation technique.
The second method, the IRR, is also classified as not appropriate. According to
Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 88), the IRR method has some disadvantages: (1) the result of IRR
is a percentage. This feature makes it difficult to compare for instance this EDMS project
with others that differ substantially in size and outcome, since no absolute figures are given;
(2) moreover, if that is the case, it will become difficult to compare projects with a different
time pattern; (3) finally, when using this technique as a selection tool for mutual exclusive
investment projects, risks are not accounted for. And this has also been the case for the ROI
approach. Both techniques do not have the possibility of including risk into the evaluation
process. And given the high failure rate of IT investment projects and risk that is associated
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with security issues in IT/IS, it is a crucial disadvantage if it cannot be calculated
(Milis/Mercken 2004, p. 88). According to Weston et al. (1992, p. 314), the major difficulty
with the IRR method is that it makes an inappropriate opportunity cost assumption. IT
assumes that projects with equal risk have the same opportunity costs of capital. And that
hurdle does take the next NPV into account. The NPV rule makes the correct assumption that
the cash flows for all projects of equal risk must be discounted at the same rate.
Consequently, this technique has only the advantage of ease of use/visualisation as the
decision can be made with one indicator. And that is also the reason why the third technique
is referred in the literature as being theoretically superior to the aforementioned IRR and ROI
technique, the NPV technique (Brealey/Steward/Marcus,. 1995 in Milis/Mercken 2004, p.
88). The most important advantage of using NPV over IRR and ROI is that while using NPV
risk-levels can be entered into the selection process of mutual exclusive projects. There is the
possibility of entering risk-levels in ROI and IRR but they are entered conclusively and not
exclusively for each project investment like with NPV. The last technique that has been
introduced as a traditional investment evaluation technique is the ANPVoI. The difference
between the aforementioned NPV and the ANPVoI is that the latter includes the real option
of an investment in the equation. That makes the ANOVoI a superior performance indicator
over the ordinary NPV because it calculates the risk of an investment more accurately and
with the introduction of real option (RO) it is ensured that the strategic benefits will be
measured also.
In conclusion it can be said that according to the identified criteria none of the traditional
investment evaluation approaches provides the ability to accurately measure the performance
of EDMS. However, they are not useless, as traditional evaluation approaches do provide the
ability to measure the financial benefits of an investment and should therefore be partly
included into the practical framework for measuring the performance of EDMS.
3.1.1.2

Intangible asset approach

The second approach which is not only controversial in connection with the evaluation of
IT/IS investments and EDMS in theory and practice is the measurement of intangible asset
approach. Some of the aforementioned problems such as not being able to measure intangible
assets will extensively be handled in this measurement approach. As already mentioned in
chapter two this approach has been chosen as an appropriate approach for measuring EDMS
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because it also measures the intangible assets or benefits that derive from using EDMS in an
organisation. The first technique that has been described as a prospective candidate for the
performance measurement of EDMS is Edvinsson’s intangible capital navigator. It is widely
accepted that the IC-navigator is the most used, most accepted, most and sophisticated
concept all of knowledge measurement approaches. With its five (financial-, customer-,
process-, renewal and development-, human-focus) perspectives it reminds of the
aforementioned BSC-concept. It is very flexible in that it can be easily adopted and modified
for each usage. However, this advantage can also result in a disadvantage, given that the
results of the performance measurements are not readily comparable to each other. An
additional advantage of the IC-navigator is that is measures financial and non-financial
performance indicators with a financial- as well as a human-perspective. Hence, the ICnavigator is both a quantitative and qualitative approach. Therefore, the question of
multidimensionality can be answered positively. And it measures the future value drivers of
an organisation the knowledge; like every other of the two upcoming intangible measurement
approaches. According to Edvinsson/Brüning (2000), Skandia38 has used the IC-navigator for
110 performance indicators. This logically indicates that it is not easy to use. It also fails to
provide the ability to include risk calculation in the model. However, all in all it can be said
that IC-navigator is a very interesting tool for the performance measurement of EDMS.
The second intangible capital technique, the intangible asset monitor (Sveiby) does not meet
all the requirements either. While the aforementioned technique does not provide any
theoretical background; the intangible asset monitor does not provide any examples of
practical use. Sveiby does not provide any useful tools for the actual process of performance
measurement. He does provide a tool on his homepage (www.sveiby.com)39 for building
intangible balance sheets but they are not useful to conduct a precise evaluation. In
conclusion, it can be said that the asset monitor is not a useful technique to measure the
performance of EDMS.
The last intangible asset evaluation technique within the frame of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is Roos
et al. (1997) intellectual capital index. Firstly, it can be said that the IC-index can be regarded
as very flexible. That is due to the fact that it has to be adopted (selection of performance
indicators) for each organisation and evaluation purpose. And as the IC-index approach
38
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Skandia is using the IC-navigator since 1992 (Bodrow/Bergmann, 2003).
Accessed on the 1st of March 2005.
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consolidates IC indicators into a single index it could also be argued that it does meet the
requirement of parsimony. But the requirement of comparability can not be met with the ICindex. According to Marr/Schiuma/Neely (2004, pp. 556-559), the IC-index does not allow
organisations to benchmark their performance against each other because as it meets the
requirement of flexibility every company’s IC-index is made-up of different measures with
different weightings. And as the IC-index is based on the IC distinction tree it provides
measures for financial and intellectual capital meaning that it does meet the requirement of
measuring financial as well as non-financial indicators. One requirement it does also not met
is that of providing objectivity in the result. According to Marr/Schiuma/Neely (2004, p. 558)
that can not be met because “the weightings for each of the different measures is done
subjectively which can be dangerous if managers get it wrong as the index would not fully
reflect the real IC of an organisation”. However, whenever intangible assets have to be
measured no concept can be find that meet this requirement, but it at least controls the failure
rate of getting the subjective estimation wrong.
In conclusion it can be said that the intangible asset measurement approach does not meet the
majority of the requirements and criteria. But this relatively new approach has the potential
of some ideas to support the final selected approach in measuring the intangible assets of
EDMS.
3.1.1.3

IT-Controlling

The IT-controlling approach has also been identified as an appropriate candidate to measure
the performance of EDMS. The first technique that has been introduced in chapter 2 was the
MAPIT-model. The several assumptions of this technique make it relatively easy to identify
its strengths and weaknesses relating to the selected criteria’s. Firstly, as it is a relatively
fixed and complete model in which parameters or indicators are not changeable it is therefore
not flexible yet relatively objective. The MAPIT-model does provide the ability to measure
each performance object on several layers (departments, units) in an organisation. The
criterion whether it provides the function of measuring financial and non-financial indicators
seems to be controversial. According to Pietsch (1999) the MAPIT-Model assumes that nonfinancial benefits of an IT/IS-system will set off directly and be measurable in the financial
indicators like the ROI. The MAPIT-model assumes that all non-financial indicators will
somehow be measured with traditional financial measures. Therefore, it does not measure
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non-financial indicators directly; it just assumes that they will be displayed with financial
measures. As it uses management-productivity as the only performance indictor its final
positively handled criteria is the ease of use/visualisation (parsimony). In conclusion the
MAPIT-model can not be regarded as appropriate for measuring the performance of EDMS.
The second IT-controlling technique is the Four-Stages-Profit-Model. It provides a detailed
performance analysis of all four stages of an organisation (working place, department,
organisation, and social environment (performance layer)). It also meets the criteria of
measuring financial and non-financial performance indicators. In order to provide the highest
possible level of objectivity it uses scoring models to measure non-financial benefits. The
Four-Stages-Profit-Model also provides a very detailed and comprehensive view of all
performance layers as it does not sum all the results of each layer to one final performance
indicator. But similar to the above mentioned techniques it also has some distinctive
weaknesses. Firstly, it does not meet the criteria of flexibility, which means that it is difficult
to adopt for the performance measurement of EDMS. Furthermore, it does not provide the
possibility of stakeholder differentiation, and comparability of results, and risk evaluation.
With its inflexibility it is difficult to tailor these criteria into the model.
All in all the techniques of the IT-controlling approach are not suitable for measuring the
performance of EDMS.
3.1.1.4 Performance measurement systems
The first PMS technique that has been introduced within the frame of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ was
the performance pyramid. One of the most distinguished features of this technique is that it
measures several performance layers within an organisation. The performance pyramid
measures at department, group, and work team layers with the selected objectives and
metrics. It also provides the feature of measuring financial and non-financial indicators. For
example on the left side of the pyramid it measures quality and customer satisfaction and on
the right side it measures the productivity (see Figure IV). In measuring non-financial
indicators it also meets the requirement of measuring the future value drivers of a company
such as quality or knowledge. It also provides a very detailed adoption and introduction-plan
for using the performance pyramid (Lynch/Cross, 1993). That means that it is also flexible to
adopt it for each situation and object that has to be measured. And as it measures quality,
time, and costs it also provides the user with the criterion of multidimensionality. Yielding
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only three minus signs (lack of objectivity, does not provide stakeholder differentiation, and
does not include risk evaluation) the performance pyramid is a prospective candidate for the
performance measurement of EDMS.
The second technique, the Quantum Performance Measurement-Concept has also been
identified as a suitable technique to measure the performance of EDMS. The quantum PMconcept measures the quality, time, and costs of the involved employees, processes, and
structure of the company. The several measured indicators will be finalised and concluded in
the quantum performance indictor. With the usage of operational as well as long-term
strategic measures the Quantum Performance Measurement-Concept is an interesting
technique for measuring the performance of EDMS. But it does not meet all of the identified
requirements to become the performance measurement technique for EDMS. With not
meeting four criteria (flexibility, objectivity, comparability, and project risk level) it is the
least suitable PMS approach of all three selected approaches.
The final and currently most popular method (in terms of usage) of all performance
measurement systems is Kaplan and Norton’s BSC. The advantages and features of the BSC
approach will be explained first and then followed by a critical review of the BSC approach.
With having a financial perspective and non-financial perspective the BSC meet the
requirement of measuring both. Through using the BSC the user is free to include nonfinancial measures such as customer-satisfaction (quality of service), or knowledge
measurement. But also traditional financial measures like the ROI or NPV. Therefore, it is a
very flexible approach that can be adopted from the user; but it also provides guidelines for
the usage with the four traditional perspectives. Furthermore, multidimensionality is given as
it uses qualitative and quantitative measures to evaluate the performance. Therefore a
company’s future value driver will be measured as well. According to Kaplan/Norton (1996)
the BSC introduces the drivers of future financial performance. The drivers, encompassing
customer, internal-business-process, and learning and growth perspectives, are derived from
an explicit and rigorous translation of the organisation’s strategy into tangible objectives and
measures. As it is flexible enough to select the performance indicators for the given
perspectives the aforementioned ANPVoI can be used as a peak financial indicator that
includes risk in form of the real option into the BSC approach. The criterion ease of
use/visualisation is also given with the BSC approach. As the balanced scorecard approach
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uses the concept of tableau’s it meets the important managerial need and brings together, in a
single management report, many of the seemingly disparate elements of a company’s agenda.
Despite all the aforementioned advantages of meeting most of the selected criteria (best
candidate in meeting selecting criteria) some disadvantages do exist according to the
theoretical literature. According to Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 94), there are some new pitfalls
and disadvantages that have to be taken into consideration when using the BSC for the
evaluation of IT investments. Moreover Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 96) stated, “first of all there
are probably no generic IT measures that fit all organisations”. That means that metrics must
fit a specific organisation’s goals, activities and customer base (Willcocks 1996, in
Milis/Mercken (2004)). Secondly, when using the BSC for IT investment purposes, the
perspectives might be too narrow if the scorecard is just seen from an IT department
perspective (Willcocks, 1996). The customer perspective is reduced to the perspective of the
internal users and the financial perspective might come to be interpreted as: How do we in IT
appear to senior management? A view that is too narrow can jeopardise the strategic fit40
(Milis/Mercken 2004).
In addition to these aforementioned contra arguments there are further arguments against
using the BSC approach for the measurement of performance benefits of EDMS. According
to Maltz/Shenhar/Reilly (2003), limitations to the BSC approach have been noted. His
examples included Atkinson, Waterhouse and Wells’ (1997) note that the BSC model was
incomplete because it fails to: (1) adequately highlight the contribution that employees and
suppliers make to help the company achieve its objectives; (2) identify the role of community
in defining the environment within which the company works; and (3) identify performance
measures to assess stakeholders’ contribution.
However, from another point of view it can also be argued that the aforementioned
arguments can hardly be called disadvantages. Because of the flexibility of the BSC approach
it has the strength to add new dimensions to the existing four traditional perspectives which
makes most of the arguments obsolete. Moreover, the BSC approach never claimed to be a
generic approach. It has been said by Kaplan/Norton (1996) that the implementation and
usage of the approach always needs to be customized for each investment object and each
organisation. Therefore, it can not be said that these are additional disadvantages. They could
40

The strategic fit approach explicitly addresses the strategic dimensions of the competitive advantage
perspective on management (Porter, 1985).
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be called pitfalls but within the right framework they can be turned into advantages.
Therefore, with making the right adjustment the BSC can be used to evaluate the
performance benefits of IT-investments and therefore also EDMS41.
3.1.2

Selection of performance evaluation method for EDMS

According to the selected criteria that have been identified in chapter 3.1 and the evaluation
of them in chapter 3.1.1 none of the performance evaluation techniques appear to fully meet
all the requirements for measuring the performance of EDMS. Table II indicates that none of
them has been identified as fully appropriate because every technique has at least one minus
sign in not meeting a criterion. Therefore, the technique which is closest in meeting these
requirements will be chosen and adopted or modified. The technique that does meet most of
the selected criteria is Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard Approach. It will therefore
be used in chapter four to develop a practical framework for the performance measurement of
EDMS.
3.2

The Balanced Scorecard approach

The selected criteria that have been concluded in Table II in the Appendix lead to the
conclusion that the BSC concept is the most appropriate method as it is flexible enough to be
adapted to all the criteria for the performance measurement of EDMS. Moreover, the BSC
concept is already in use for evaluating the performance of information technologies in
organisations. According to Milis/Mercken (2004, p. 94), it is relatively easy to tailor the
BSC framework to the specific needs and requirements of IT investment evaluation. And
Wilcocks (1996) described the usage with a case study, based on their experience with a
major European ferry company (see also Milis/Mercken 2004). Therefore, there is no need to
start the development process with Kaplan and Norton’s traditional BSC approach; instead it
can be started with the concept of the IT-BSC. As the BSC approach hasn’t been developed
as an investment evaluation instrument, it has to be modified to become useful for investment
performance evaluation. That has been done by the development of the IT-BSC.

41

A case study where the BSC approach has been used for the strategic complex IT-implementations such as
CRM-systems or SCM-projects can be found in Blomer/Bernhard (2003).
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3.2.1 The IT-BSC
The idea of using the BSC approach for the evaluation of the IT department or IT investment
is not new. In fact the idea has been developed alongside the traditional BSC approach. To
illustrate the use of the BSC, Kaplan/Norton (1996), describe a case study where an ITcompany introduced the BSC approach for the performance measurement of their IT. This
IT-company used the BSC framework to select a number of metrics and to set a number of
targets for top management in order to analyse the business impact of information technology
on a firm’s performance. In fact it can be said that there exist two types of IT-BSC
approaches. The first type uses the IT-BSC as a management system for the IT-department
and in the second type the IT-BSC is used as a performance measurement system that
evaluates the performance of IT/IS-systems. According to Kaplan/Norton (1996, p. 19) “the
real power of the BSC occurs when it is transformed from a measurement system to a
management system”. In this ‘Diplomarbeit’ the latter type will be used for the development
of a practical framework. However, the selection table of performance measurement method
for EDMS clarified that the BSC approach is a superior technique for evaluating the
performance of EDMS.
The differences between the ordinary BSC and the IT-BSC are that the IT-BSC uses
additional perspectives and different indicators and strategies. The IT-BSC usually includes
the traditional four perspectives but adds additional perspectives like the security perspective
or the innovation perspectives which will be explained later in further detail.
3.2.2

The EDMS-Decision-Card

The BSC approach will not be used primarily as a management tool; it will be used as a
performance evaluation tool for EDMS. Therefore, the BSC has to be customized in order to
develop the performance measurement system which will be called the ‘EDMS-DecisionCard’. The EDMS-Decision-Card uses the approach of the IT-Decision-Card developed by
Jonen et al. (2004) which will be explained as follows.
The IT-Decision-Card (ITDC) uses the BSC as a methodological base for multidimensional
evaluation of the performance of IT-projects (Jonen et al., 2004, p. 198). Therefore, the ITDC
is not simply the BSC approach used by or for the IT department of an organisation.
According to Greaser/Willcocks/Pisanias (1998 in Jonen et al. (2004, p. 198)) using the ITDecision Card provides the organisation with the following advantages: Firstly, it uses the
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organisational strategy for the IT-strategy. It can also be said that with the introduction of the
BSC an IT-strategy will be developed. Secondly, it also takes qualitative measurements
additionally to IT-costs or budgets into consideration. Thirdly, introducing the IT-DecisionCard improves communication within the organisation in two ways. It is a discussion base
between IT-management and experts and the top-management. And it can be used as a base
to develop and discuss key measurements and actions with employees. Fourthly, the ITdepartment will be more involved in customer satisfaction and service quality. Finally, with
using the IT-Decision Card employees might be higher motivated through to common goals,
feedback, and learning-processes.
Jonen et al. (2004) used both concepts and connected them to new results from the cognition
sciences in order to measure chances with real-option-theory. According to Jonen et al.
(2004) the IT-Decision-Card is an instrument to support IT investment decisions. It provides
three advantages over traditional methods: Firstly, it includes non-financial measures for
investment objects. Secondly, it provides a structured presentation of all measurements. And
finally it connects strategic goals with investment decisions of IT.
In conclusion the IT-Decision-Card and the instrument that will be developed out of it, the
EDMS-Decision-Card, can not be compared with the ordinary BSC that organisations are
using as a management concept. The BSC will be used as a methodological base to realise a
multidimensional superior performance measurement of EDMS.
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4. Development of a practical framework for the performance measurement of an
EDMS
Within the literature many best practices for the development of the BSC approach exist.
There is no guarantee for success if best practice is followed but several research studies and
case studies provide examples for a minimisation of failure (Blomer/Bernhard 2003, pp. 8995). According to Blomer/Bernhard (2003, p. 89), failure can be minimised in the following
ways: Consequent usage of the new system (PMS) while the old system must be executed;
clearly defined roles and positions; and periodically checking and optimisation of the new
system.
Before starting with the development of the practical framework for the performance
measurement of EDMS a few additional aspects regarding the limitations of the BSC
approach for the performance evaluation of an EDMS need to be considered. To begin with,
the EDMS-Decision-Card and BSC are not elaborate systems but a framework for
performance measurement. Even the concept of the IT-Decision-Card has to be adopted for
each implementation according to the object that has to be measured, the purpose of the
performance evolution and the characteristics of the organisation. “Applying another
company’s BSC development process as a guideline may be helpful, but it also increases the
risk of not paying enough attention to the company’s own competitive position” (Ahn 2001,
p. 458). The IT-Decision-Card has been identified in chapter three as a base or starting point
for the practical framework. But for the purpose of developing a practical framework for
measuring the performance benefits of EDMS the IT-Decision-Card has to be modified and
adopted. According to Ahn (2001, p. 458), “it is essential to realise that the competitive
advantages can only be taken adequately into account by establishing a BSC unique to the
company involved”. That means that the four perspectives plus the identified additional
perspectives of the concept need to be individually adapted. And again this decision-card can
not be easily adopted in every company. The vision, mission, and strategic aspects have to be
considered and rethought for every usage for each company. And the identified steps and
methods can then be taken as a guideline and used for each situation in which a company has
to make the decision of whether to invest in an EDMS or not.
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4.1 Demarcation of the practical framework
Prior the declaration of the steps the development process may conceptually be separated into
phases

of

design,

implementation,

and

use

(Neely/Gregory/Platts

1995

in

Lohnman/Fortuin/Wouters 2004, p. 270). According to Neely/Gregory/Platts (1995) in
Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters (2004, p. 270), the design phase is about identifying key objectives
and designing measures. In the implementation phase, systems and procedures are put in
place to collect and process the data that enable the measurements. In the usage phase,
managers review the results to assess and decide whether operations are efficient and
effective, and whether the strategy is successfully implemented (Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters
2004, p. 270). This broad categorization which has its roots in the project management theory
will be adopted as a broad guideline for the framework. Before these three broad steps will be
broken down into further steps some examples of the introduction and adoption of PMS will
be provided. According to Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters (2004), the literature on PM describes
several methods for developing and launching PMS. A common characteristic of many of
these methods is the focus on developing performance metrics and a PMS based on the firm’s
strategy and processes. Moreover, the literature does already provide customised
development frameworks for the usage and implementation of the BSC. Several outlines for
the development of a PMS, BSC and IT-BSC approach can be found in the theoretical
literature and practice case studies. A widely accepted and referenced model has been
developed by Neely/Gregory/Platts 1995 (in Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters, 2004). He identified
nine steps (see Appendix, Table III) for the development of a PMS. Probst (2001) identified
six42 BSC implementation methods through his collaboration and research with
consultancies. Probst’s (2001) methods are similar to Neely/Gregory/Platts, (1995) approach
but his method focuses more on the implementation phase and does not provide a detailed
description of the actual usage of the BSC. In an experience report Ahn (2001) described the
implementation of the BSC for a strategic business unit of the ABB Industrie AG43. He
logically derives the steps and phases to develop a BSC out of the functions and application
that the BSC has. Therefore, Ahn (2001, pp. 444-450) identified the following steps: (1)
Identifying strategic goals; (2) Modelling chains of cause and effect; (3) Defining measures

42

See Probst (2001), pp. 174-187.
The ABB Industrie AG is a leading worldwide supplier of automation products, drive units and complex
electronic systems with about 1500 people employed (Ahn, 2001).

43
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for quantifying achievements of goals; (3) Setting milestones and targets for the measures;
(4) Developing strategic programs for achieving the goals.
Apart from the ‘classical’ BSC implementation, a specific IT-BSC has been described in the
management literature too. Baschin (2001, pp. 125-139) identified four perspectives for the
implementation of an IT-BSC in organisations. Again, the strategic goals have to be defined
in the first step. Secondly, the IT-strategy has to be linked with operative performance
measurements. Thirdly, the strategy, performance goals, and the performance measures have
to be communicated through the company. And in the final step, strategic feedback has to be
provided. In conclusion it can be said that all approaches whether concerning the
implementation of a PMS, BSC, or a IT-BSC consist more or less of the same steps and can
be used to develop a practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS.
With the knowledge and understanding of the BSC and IT-Decision-Card approach and the
aforementioned research and practical information about the implementation of PMS, and
BSC, the practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS will consist of the
following four phases (see figure VII): (1) Foundation; (2) Perspectives and Strategic Goals;
(4) Performance Indicators and Objectives; and (4) Measuring and Reporting. Prior these
phases a pre-phase has to be undertaken before the main framework can be applied. In this
pre-phase the potential of EDMS has to be identified and analysed. That means that the
functions and applications of the system have to be identified in order to get a general idea
about where to measure the potential influence on the performance of the organisation. This
pre-phase work has already been outlined and carried out in chapter two and three.
The first phase defines the groundwork or basement phase of the framework. In this phase
the mission and vision statement of the organisation that is introducing an EDMS has to be
identified. If an organisation does not have an articulated mission and vision it should
formulate it immediately. As the mission statement and the vision can not be defined
coherently for every organisation an example will be provided. However, through the
formulation of the mission and vision the strategic objectives can then be defined.
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Analysing the Potential of EDMS
(Pre-phase)

Foundation
(Phase I)
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(5) Performance
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(7) Data
Collection
(8) Data Analysis
and Presentation

Figure VI: Demarcation of the Framework (adopted from Horvàth & Partner (2000) and Baschin (2001)

In the second phase of the framework the strategic goals and perspectives of the performance
measurement framework will be defined. The areas where the EDMS has the potential to
influence the performance of the organisation will be captured in the perspectives of the
EDMS-Decision-Card. These perspectives are either adopted from the traditional BSC
approach, from the aforementioned IT-BSC, or are new perspectives. For each perspective
the strategic goals will be identified and introduced into the framework.
In the third phase the actual performance indicators and objectives will be identified and
introduced into the EDMS-Decision-Card. These ratios, equation, or numbers will be
identifying whether the objectives of the Decision-Card have been met or not. The introduced
objectives in this framework are merely suggestions and will need to be modified for each
usage and purpose of this framework and within each organisation in turn.
In the measuring and reporting phase the practical usage of the framework will be outlined.
The collection, analysis, and presentation of the data and information will form key steps in
this fourth phase. Software tools for the usage and collection of the information for the
EDMS-Decision-Card will be introduced and the results of the EDMS-Decision-Card will be
finally presented with the ‘EDMS-Decision-Tableau’.
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4.2 Phase I: Foundation
The groundwork or basement of the EDMS-Decision-Card is also the same as the basement
of the organisation that uses the decision-card for the performance measurement of EDMS
and that is the company’s vision and mission statement. With the formulation of the vision
and mission the overall direction of the organisation is defined. That means that the strategic
goals, key-performance-indicators, and performance indicators should follow this foundation
to help the organisation to fulfil its mission and vision. As the aim of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ is to
develop a practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS the step of
mission and vision can not be fully integrated into the framework. That is due to the fact that
every organisation has logically a different mission statement and vision. However, the
following perspectives and performance indicators are coherent. That means that they should
be included into the framework to measure the performance of EDMS. Therefore the
objectives that the organisation sets and that help the organisation measure whether it has
fulfilled its mission and vision has to be defined by each individual organisation and cannot
be pre-defined. Consequently, only examples for the mission, vision, and objects can be
provided within the realm of this ‘Diplomarbeit.
4.2.1 Mission and Vision
The implementation of the practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS
starts with the formulation of the organisation’s mission and vision prior the formulation of
the strategy takes place. According to Kaplan/Norton (2001, p. 72), the overarching mission
of the organisation provides the starting point. Basically it defines why the organisation is put
together. The vision of the organisation defines what the organisation wants to be. “The
organisation’s vision paints a picture of the future that clarifies the direction of the
organisation and helps individuals to understand why and how they should support the
organisation” (Kaplan/Norton 2001, p. 73).
Whatever the mission or vision of an organisation might be, the strategic goals should be
closely linked to the overall mission and vision of an organisation. And the implemented
EDMS should support the organisation every day to fulfil its mission and vision. For
example, the mission of an organisation that implements EDMS could be to provide the best
possible customer service, and the vision could be to become a knowledge creating
organisation. As mentioned before this practical framework can obviously not pre-define the
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mission and vision of the organisation. But again it is extremely important that an
organisation has a defined mission and vision statement that every stakeholder and employee
of the organisation knows. Without having a mission and vision the stakeholders and
employees do not know the target that the organisation wants to reach or simply why the
organisation exists.
4.3

Phase II: Defining Perspectives and Strategic Goals

The second step of the practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS is to
identify the perspectives and the strategic goals of the EDMS-Decision-Card that are linked
to the vision and mission statement of an organisation.
According to Kaplan/Norton (2001, pp. 72-78), “strategy is developed and evolves over the
time as a process to meet the changing conditions posed by the real world”. The strategy
gives the organisation the direction in order to achieve its defined vision. Moreover,
Kaplan/Norton (2001, pp. 71-77) quoted that in other words the strategy is the long term plan
(over the period of 5 years) of action designed to achieve a particular goal. In the EDMSDecision-Card the strategy is formulated in the strategic goals of each defined perspective in
the performance evaluation framework for EDMS. Again the strategic goals should be
defined in connection with the vision and mission of the organisation and have to be defined
with every usage of the Decision-Card. Therefore, it might be necessary to change some of
the pre-defined strategic goals of the present EDMS-Decision-Card whenever it will be used.
Usually the BSC is constructed in a so called top-down-approach starting with the definition
of the goals and measures of financial perspective ending in the learning and growth
perspective44. The argument for using the top-down-approach is to motivate the topmanagement to take a closer look at the operational day-to-day work of an organisation
(Baschin 2001, p. 124). The aforementioned Balanced IT-Decision-Card (Jonen et al., 2004)
used the so called bottom-up-approach for the development of the perspectives. Jonen et al.
(2004, p. 199) simply argued that this is more practical than using the top-down-approach
because when the BSC is used as an investment decision technique the lower level
perspectives usually provide indicators that influence the upper perspectives and improve
their performance. And this will be indicated in the EDMS-Decision-Tableau. As the EDMS-

44

See Dahmen/Maier/Kamps, 2000
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Decision-Card primary being used as an investment decision tool it is useful to adopt the
bottom-up-approach for the framework and will therefore be used within it.
The following five perspectives have been chosen for the EDMS-Decision-Card to measure
the performance benefits of EDMS: (1) Financial Perspective; (2) Customer Perspective; (3)
Internal Process Perspective; (4) Knowledge Perspective; and (5) the Security Perspective.
There is an ongoing debate about how many perspectives should be selected for the BSC
approach. According to Blomer/Bernhard (2003), no more than five or six perspectives and
no more than 20-25 performance indicators for the BSC-approach are appropriate. Otherwise
some of the advantages of the BSC will not be fully made use of. However, the EDMSDecision-Card consists of the four traditional perspectives and one IT-Specific perspective
has been added to meet the requirements of measuring the EDMS. The aforementioned
recommendation about the performance indicators will be followed in the EDMS-DecisionCard also.
It is further important to think about the information and data that are needed for the
performance indicators prior to designing the EDMS-Decision-Card. It needs to be possible
to retrieve the required information relatively easily (not too time consuming, costs of the
performance evaluation process) and the data quality must be reliable. Given these
requirements and recommendations it is now possible to develop the perspectives with their
strategic goals.
4.3.1

Additional EDMS Perspectives

As the Bottom-up-Approach has been chosen, the design phase will start with the additional
EDMS perspectives. In order to fully measure the performance of EDMS additional IT
perspectives have to be added to the conventional BSC perspectives. According to the
literature on IT-BSC the following perspectives are considered to be useful when it comes to
evaluating the performance of IT/IS: IT-security perspective, and innovation perspective
(Baschin 2001; Probst 2001). In order to evaluate the performance of the unique functions
and advantages that the EDMS provides an organisation the following two additional EDMS
perspectives have been selected: (1) Security Perspective; and (2) Knowledge Perspective.
The reasons for this particular choice will be explained in the following section.
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4.3.1.1

Security Perspective

Security is a major concern that organisations have to face whenever it comes to managing
sensible data, and information. Hacker attacks, viruses, and system breakdowns are problems
and concerns that need to be assessed in relation to the EDMS. This security risk that
organisations are facing has to be measured and introduced in the EFDMS-Decision-Card.
And the strategic goal for the security perspective is therefore to ensure the security of the
vulnerable data and information handled by the EDMS.
If the EDMS breaks down, meaning that the organisation has no access to its information and
data, some of the business and processes will immediately stop in the organisation because of
the importance of the information. This results in enormous costs for the organisation and
therefore has to be calculated when measuring the performance of EDMS. In order to secure
organisations from breakdowns the IT system has to be stable and secure to be valuable for
the organisation (Jonen et al. 2004). More specifically, the EDMS should have a stable
system (system breakdown), be secure against internal and external attacks, and be secure
against data and information loss. Bearing this in mind the following three strategic goals
have been chosen in relation to the aforementioned security concerns: (1) Maximising
EDMS-Security; (2) Maximising EDMS-Stability; and the final strategic goal is (3)
maximising Data-Security.
4.3.1.2

Knowledge Perspective

It has been identified that knowledge is ‘the’ competitive advantage in the information age.
And it has also been identified that EDMS can support organisations in managing data and
information. Several intangible asset evaluation approaches have been described in chapter
two, but none of them were regarded as appropriate for the performance measurement of
EDMS. They were too specific in only selecting performance indicators that were exclusively
related to intangible assets and knowledge. The knowledge management theory from
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (2003) has been introduced in chapter two. This building block of
knowledge management theory has been used to develop the knowledge perspective for the
EDMS-Decision-Card. However, with Probst/Raub/Rombardt (2003) ‘building blocks of
knowledge’ the areas where EDMS supports knowledge in an organisation can be identified.
The following building three blocks of KM will be used for the definition of the strategic
goals and included into the knowledge perspective of the EDMS-Decision-Card: (1)
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Improving knowledge sharing/distribution; (2) Improving knowledge utilisation; (3)
Improving knowledge retention.
4.3.2

Traditional BSC Perspectives

Three perspectives from the traditional BSC approach will be used and adopted for the
design of the EDMS-Decision-Card. The internal process-, customer-, and financialperspective have been chosen for integration into the decision-card. The reason why the
innovation and learning perspective have not been selected is because of the introduction of
the

additional

customised

knowledge-perspective.

The

aforementioned

knowledge

perspective already includes the important aspects of the learning and growth perspective for
the performance measurement of EDMS. However, these three traditional BSC perspectives
have to be adopted and adjusted to fit into the practical framework for the performance
measurement for EDMS.
4.3.2.1

Internal Process Perspective

The traditional internal process perspective of the BSC has to be adopted to be an adequate
perspective for the performance evaluation of EDMS. Originally, the internal process
perspectives measure the process quality and process cycle time. This methodology will also
be adopted for the internal process performance of the EDMS-Decision-Card. According to
Jonen et al. (2004, p. 199) the aim of the internal process perspective is to quantify and
qualify the expectations of the IT investment. And the performance indicators for this
perspective should evaluate the improvements in productivity caused by the IT/IS. For the
process cycle time increasing the productivity of the processes will be used as the first
strategic goal for the EDMS-Decision-Card. In order to measure the quality of the internal
process the second strategic goal ‘improving usability’ will also be included and measured in
this perspective. These strategic goals will ensure and measure the user satisfaction of the
employees that work with the EDMS. Again performance indicators have to be defined for
this perspective.
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4.3.2.2 Customer Perspective
The customer perspective of the BSC originally identifies the external customer and market
segments in which the business unit will compete and the measures of the business unit’s
performance in these targeted segments (Kaplan/Norton 1992, p. 73-74). For the performance
measurement of EDMS this will be changed. The performance will be measured in relation to
the internal- and external-customers of the organisation. The internal customers are the
employees of the organisation that are using the document management system. The external
customers are the stakeholders of the organisation. The concept of dividing the customer
perspective into two groups has been widely accepted in the literature of the IT-BSC (see
Baschin 2001 and Blomer/Bernhard 2003). The strategic goal for the internal customer
perspective is the increasing EDMS usage. The strategic goal for the external customer
perspective is meeting the legal rights requirements’ goal. With the transformation of
documents into electronic documents and storing them on a server in data files the EDMS
have to meet several legal requirements. The stakeholders that establish the requirements are
the banks, the government, and the public finance or Inland Revenue.
4.3.2.3

Financial Perspective

The key perspective of the EDMS-Decision-Card, similar to the ordinary BSC approach,
represents the financial perspective. While the other four perspectives were exclusively
focused on indicators and goals that measure the performance of EDMS the financial
perspective also measures the overall organisational performance. The overall strategic goal
of this key perspective is to increase the revenue of the organisation that is using EDMS
accounted on the basis of the adjusted net present value. By including the cash-flow, the
maintenance costs, the overall turnover of the organisation, and the value of the real-option it
is ensured that all the performance indicators of all four aforementioned perspectives will be
measured and will subsequently conclude in the financial perspective. Whenever a
performance indicator will not be displayed in the ANPVoI it will be displayed separately in
the key perspective. However, two other strategic goals have been selected for the financial
perspective to display the performance of the EDMS. The first is called minimising the costs
of managing documents in an organisation and the second is called the increasing futurepotential of the organisation. With the financial perspective as the concluding perspective all
the strategic goals have been identified for the EDMS-Decision-Card. The following steps in
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phase III are to introduce the performance indicators and objectives to measure the
performance of EDMS.
4.4 Phase III: Performance Indicators and Objectives
Phase three includes the steps of defining the objectives and performance indictors that will
be used to measure these goals that have been set. The objectives can not be pre-defined in
this ‘Diplomarbeit’ but examples for objectives of each perspective will be given. The
examples of the objectives have been chosen for the purpose of using this EDMS-DecisionCard just after it has been implemented into the organisation. If this Decision-Card is to be
used permanently or the performance is to be measured for example a year after the
implementation the objectives need to be changed as the performance of the EDMS might
increase the longer it is being used (time-lags of IT benefits).
In order to measure whether these objectives have been reached or not performance
indicators have to be introduced. They need to meet the following two requirements: (1)
Reliability and (2) relative ease of getting hold of required data. That means that the results
or the data has to be accurate and available at the requested time. Secondly, the information
needs to be easy to get so as to save time, money, and frustration with the performance
measurement system. To ensure that all the advantages of the BSC concept still exist after
these adoption processes 23 performance indicators will be chosen. In the following section
the objectives and performance indicators for each perspective will be introduced in order to
complete phase three and reach the final phase of the practical framework.
Security IT Indicators and Objectives
The following three strategic goals have already been identified for the security perspective
for evaluating security risk with the EDMS-Decision-Card: Maximising EDMS-Security,
Maximising EDMS-Stability, and Maximising Data-Security. And it is now appropriate to
identify the performance indicators and objectives that will measure the performance of the
EDMS for the security perspective. The performance indicator that measures the
maximisation of the EDMS-Security is the number of successful attacks, whereby the term
‘successful attacks’ refers to the number of times an unauthorized external or internal person
successfully enters the EDMS. And the objective for this strategic goal is to ensure zero
successful attacks per annum.
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For the strategic goal EDMS-Stability the numbers of breakdowns of the EDMS have been
selected as the appropriate performance indicator. The system breakdowns can be caused by
various reasons such as bugs, or viruses. And the objective for the strategic goals stability is
to ensure zero EDMS breakdowns per annum. The performance indicator for Data-Security is
the amount of data-lost. The data security goal should ensure that the EDMS provides
backups of the stored data. The indicator that measures data security is the amount of data
loss caused by the EDMS. The final objective of the security perspective is to ensure zero
MB of data lost per annum.
Knowledge Perspective Indicators and Objectives
Three strategic goals have been identified for the knowledge perspective (improving
knowledge sharing/distribution, improving knowledge utilisation, and improving knowledge
retention). Not every building block from Probst’s model will be used for the knowledge
perspective as several aspects or knowledge enabler/contributors have already been displayed
in other perspectives or are simply not supported by the EDMS. However, the indicators and
examples for the objectives will be outlined in this section.
‘Knowledge sharing and distribution’ within an organisation are vital to enable the creation
of new knowledge. EDMS supports this process of sharing and distribution of documents and
information and therefore it has been selected as a strategic goal for the knowledge
perspective. In order to measure the improvements in knowledge sharing and distribution the
indicator ‘number of cooperative created documents’ has been chosen. This indicator should
essentially measure how EDMS supports the employees with its workflow and creation
function. Depending on the organisation an objective could be to ensure the creation of a
minimum of 30 cooperative created documents per annum. However, this strongly depends
on the job title of the employee. And it also depends on the type of document or paper that
has been created. In this case it is a working document or paper. In other words, it has been
created solely for internal use in working processes and not for the purpose of external
publishing. The second selected performance indicator is called ‘amount of data and
information flow’ between employees. This indicator measures the knowledge creation
between employees through the articulation of individual knowledge. Giving an example for
an objective for this indicator is complicated as it strongly depends on the work of the
employees and what the organisation is producing or specialised in. However, an example
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would be to ensure at least 10 contacts per day where information and data has been
exchanged between two employees.
The second strategic goal for the knowledge perspective that has been adopted from the
knowledge block theory is the ‘improving knowledge utilisation’. According to
Probst/Raub/Rombardt (1999) a company should ensure that new knowledge is not only
created but is also being used in the organisation. And according to Davenport/Prusak (1998,
p. 6) the quality of decisions based on knowledge is the only option to measure the creation
of knowledge. The following indicators have been introduced into the EDMS-Decision-Card
for measuring knowledge utilisation: Number of new products or inventions; Number of
whitepaper (published/unpublished); and number of registered patents. For the number of
new products or inventions the objective is to get at least five new products per year; ten
published whitepapers per year; and three registered patents per year. Again that depends on
many factors and these are just examples.
The final indicator for the knowledge perspective is ‘improving knowledge retention’. It has
been mentioned above that knowledge retention concerns the selection of important from
useless knowledge and stores it for future usage. Two performance indicators have been
selected to measure the performance of EDMS in the field knowledge retention. The first
indicator is the database or knowledgebase size and the second is the number of second times
accessed documents. The reason for selecting these two indicators is that not only the amount
of data and information is important (quantity) but also the usage of this information in an
organisation (quality of the information). Examples of objectives for the knowledgebase size
are dependent on the size of the organisation and the field or industry in which they work in.
However, it could be measured in GB or TB like 50GB as an example for an objective. And
the objective for the second performance indicator is that every document has to be accessed
at least twice in order to be stored in the long-term knowledge database.
Internal Process Perspective Indicators and Objectives
The strategic goals for the internal process perspective have been identified as ‘increasing the
productivity of processes’ and the ‘improved usability’.
The increased productivity will be measured through the following two performance
indicators: The efficiency and effectiveness of the processes of the organisation. By the term
efficiency the improvement of the coordination of the usage of data and information will be
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measured. And this will be measured through the so called information life-cycle time
performance indicator. That means that the concept of document life-cycle will be adopted
and expanded to the initial time when new information has been created to the time when the
information becomes useless and can be erased. The shorter the time-span between the initial
phase and the phase where the information is used to make a decision; the more efficient and
therefore the more productive the information processes are in an organisation. An objective
for this performance indicator is that information should be used after it is saved as a
document within one month to support a decision.
Within the realm of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ the performance indicator effective processes will be
translated into the number of valuable decisions undertaken by the support of supplied
information and data from electronic documents provided by the EDMS. As a valuable
decision every decision that is important enough to fall into the classification of strategic or
tactical decision will be counted. The objective for the performance indicator effectively is
that 100 per cent of all organisational strategic- and tactical decisions are supported by
information provided by the EDMS.
In order to measure the strategic goal ‘improved usability’ the performance indicator number
of alerts has been introduced into the EDMS-Decision-Card. This indicator measures the
number of times that an EDMS user has problems with the systems and requires additional
help from outside (helpdesk). The objective for this strategic goal is to ensure that no more
then 2 enquiries per employee for the first 2 month take place
Customer Perspective Indicators and Objectives
The following two strategic goals have been identified for the customer perspective:
‘Increasing EDMS-usage’ (internal perspective); and ‘meeting legal rights requirements’
(external perspective). Two performance indicators have been chosen for the first strategic
goal: (1) time to adopt new EDMS; (2) number of times used EDMS. The first performance
indicator measures the time it takes for an employee to get familiar or used to the EDMS.
The longer it takes to get used to the new system the longer it takes for the EDMS to improve
the productivity of the organisation. And the more often the employee uses the system the
faster the EDMS can provide the organisation with its benefits. The objectives for EDMS
usage is to ensure that the adoption of all functions and features of the installed EDMS is
carried out within a maximum of two weeks for every employee in the organisation. And the
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second objective is to use the EDMS in everyday work as many times as this will continue to
increase the productivity of each employee.
For the external customer perspective ‘meeting legal requirements and laws’ is the strategic
goal for the customer perspective. The following three laws are important for EDMS and will
therefore be introduced briefly: The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) (officially titled the Public
Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002), has been signed into law
in America on 30 July 2002. It came in the wake of a series of corporate financial scandals,
including those affecting Enron and WorldCom. It includes several laws of document storage
(length and security wise), reporting etc. It is only relevant if the company is double listed in
the American stock exchange index or has subsidiaries in America. Otherwise it should not
be included as a performance index for EDMS in the EDMS-Decision-Card. Secondly, Basel
II is a round of deliberations by central bankers from around the world, under the auspices of
the International Bank of Settlements The aim of this law it to produce uniformity in the way
banks and banking regulators approach risk management across national borders. This again
also includes several requirements for documents and reports that have to be met (see also,
www.bundesbank.de)45. Finally, the German law ‘Grundsätze zum Datenzugriff und zur
Prüfbarkeit digitaler Unterlagen (GDPdU)’ (www.gdpdu-portal.com)46 does also require
many document storage and archival specifications of the EMDS. This law has been
established in 2002 and provides the German Financial Government with new rights of
external digital financial auditing. However, whenever these laws apply the IT/IS and
especially the EDMS has to meet these requirements. Therefore, they have to be included
into the customer perspective of the EDMS-Decision-Card in order to create a superior
performance measurement framework. The objective for meeting legal rights requirements is
simply to ensure nothing that meets less than 100 per cent of all legal requirements is
acceptable.

45
46

Accessed at the 11th of March 2005.
Accessed at the 11th of March 2005.
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Financial Perspective Indicators and Objectives
The top perspective of all five perspectives in the EDMS-Decision-Card is the financial
perspective. The financial perspective with its strategic goals and performance indicators
concludes the results of the indictors of the lower levels. Performance indicators for the
following strategic goals have to be selected: Increasing future-potential; minimising costs of
document management; and increasing ANPVoI. However, the rate of return on the
investment in the EDMS is calculated on the basis of the ANPVoI. It is the highest strategic
goal that will be evaluated in relation to the investment in an EDMS. Objectives for the
financial perspectives will not be provided as reference results could not be found for each
performance indicator.
The performance indicator for the goal ‘increasing future-potential’ is calculated with the
value of real options. It has been said that a real option is an option that is based on nonfinancial assets. It is the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset at a
fixed price for a predetermined period of time (Shaikh, 2004). The reason for choosing the
value of real options for the financial perspectives is that it basically summarises the future
value driver (intangible assets) of an organisation into one single measurement and estimates
what these could be worth for the organisation in the future. Therefore it also includes the
factor ‘risk’ into the financial perspective. Selected methods and models for calculating the
real option of an investment have been named in 2.1.1.1. However, a discussion about the
several calculation methods and models will not be provided in the frame of this
‘Diplomarbeit’.
The second strategic goal ‘minimising costs of document management’ will be calculated
with the performance indicator of total cost of document handle/flow. This indicator
measures the costs of managing a document through its life-cycle (from creation to deletion).
This will be calculated with the ratio of the amount of documents managed by the EDMS
divided with the total costs of ownership (TCO)47 of the EDMS. TCO (total cost of
ownership) is a type of calculation designed to help managers assess both direct and indirect
costs and benefits related to the purchase of any IT/IS component. Its intention is to arrive at
a final figure that will reflect the effective cost of purchase, all things considered. Direct costs
of the EDMS are: cost of procurement exercise, specialised hardware costs, standard
software costs, development costs, and maintenance- and support-costs. Indirect costs of the
47

TCO has been developed in 1987 by Bill Kirwin, vice president and research director at Gartner Group Inc.
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EDMS are: Staff training and documentation costs, and contingency costs (Cimetech Lim.
1997, p. 28). As reference results couldn’t be found for this indicator no objective will be
introduced into EDMS-Decision-Card in relation to this goal.
The final and top strategic goal of the financial perspective and EDMS-Decision-Card is to
increase the adjusted net present value on the investment (ANPVoI) of the EDMS. The
formula for calculating the ANPVoI has already been introduced in chapter 2.2.2.1 but will
be provided again in the following ANPVoI =
n

calculated with the following formula NPV= ∑
t =1

NPV + RO
. Whereas the NPV will be
I
CFt

(1 + IRR )t

− I 0 = 0 . The reason for choosing

the ANPVoI as the top performance indicator is that it concludes mainly all the lower
indicators into this one single measurement. With including the cash flow48, which displays
the influence of EDMS on the operational costs and revenue and the calculation of the real
options it is the top financial indicator. Therefore, ANPVoI accurately calculates the rate of
return on the investment in EDMS. However, the relationships between these indicators and
perspectives and how they influence each other will be displayed with the EDMS-DecisionCard in the following. A summary of the perspectives with the selected and defined strategic
goals, performance indicators, and objectives has been provided in Table IV.

48

According to Weston/Copeland (1992, pp. 29-31) three main categories of cash flows can be identified: Cash
flows from operating activities; Cash flows from investing activities; and Cash flows from financing activities.
The type for the EDMS-Decision-Card is the Cash flow for operating activities.
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Security Perspective
Goals

Performance Indicators

Objective

Maximising EDMS Security

Number of successful attacks

0 successful attacks/per annum

Maximising EDMS Stability

Number of System-Breakdown

0 breakdowns/per annum

Amount of Data-Lost

0 MB of Data-Lost

Maximising Data-Security

Knowledge Perspektive
-30 created documents per annum

Improving knowledge
sharing / distribution

-Number of cooperative created
documents and papers
-Amount of data and information
flow between employees
-Number of new products /
inventions
-Number of whitepapers
(published /unpublished)
-Number of patents

-5 new products / per annum

Improving knowledge
utilisation
Improving knowledge
retention

-Database size
-Number of 2nd time accessed
documents

-50 GB
-Every saved document

-10 contacts per day

-10 published whitepapers / per
annum
-3 new patents / per annum

Internal Process Perspective
Increasing Productivity
of Processes
Improving Usability

Process time
-Efficiency: Information life-cycle
time
-Effectiveness

-using information within one
month to support decision
-Every strategic + tactical decision
will be supported by EDSM

-Number of alerts (Helpdesk
enquires

2 enquiries per employee for the
first 2 month.

Customer Perspektive
Increasing EDMS-Usage
Meeting legal rights
requirements

-Time to adopt new EDMS
-Number of Times used EDMS

-adopting new EDMS: 2 Weeks
-integrating in everyday work

-SOX
-Basel II -GDPdU

Meeting the legal rights
requirements 100 per cent

Financial Perspektive
Increasing future-potential
Minimising costs of
document management
Increasing ANPVoI
Table IV: The EDMS-Decision-Card

-Value of Real Option

no objective can be provided

-Total cost of document
management handle

no objective can be provided

-Cash Flow
-Value of Real Option

no objective can be provided
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4.5

Phase IV: Measuring and Reporting

It has to be ensured that the selected performance indicators of the EDMS-Decision will be
measured and collected thoughtfully and finally reported to the decision makers. This might
sound simple and not worthwhile to look at but it can be a major problem in the practical use
of performance measurement systems. In many instances, phase IV of the framework can get
out of control. That means that it may simply take too much time to collect the data, or no
one in the organisation feels responsible for the measurement and reporting of the indicators.
Sometimes the process of performance measurement basically goes down the drain in the
everyday work routine. An answer to these aforementioned problems could be to name a
project team that is responsible for the carrying out of the practical framework for the
performance measurement of EDMS. This practice has been suggested by many researchers
as an option to overcome the hurdles in the usage phase of the BSC and the EDMS-DecisionCard (Baschin 2001, Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters 2004). According to Lohman/Fortuin/Wouters
(2004, p. 280), a cross-functional project manager (PM) should be announced who is
responsible for designing, implementing, and using the EDMS-Decision-Card efficiently and
effectively. The reason why the concept of project management fits as a concept for the
implementation and usage phase is simply because they basically consist of the same steps
and actions. Usually a project consists of the steps (1) initiation, (2) planning, (3) executing,
(4) controlling, and (5) closing (Burke, 2004). With having a focus on measuring and
reporting a project team will be announced to execute the EDMS-Decision-Card. Kaplan and
Norton (1996) quoted that they have seen BSCs designed successfully by an individual when
they had an in-depth understanding of the business. Notwithstanding this is possible, but the
performance measurement of a full scale EDMS is a time consuming important task that
should be executed by a number of people. Therefore, I would suggest to start this team
approach with between two to four staff members (including one PM) supported by an
external facilitator (consultant), who if involved at the beginning, should help the
organisation to pick the team members. The reason for investing in an external facilitator is
because he/she would see the investment in EDMS in a more objective manner and is not
involved in the internal political processes of the organisation. The PM and the consultant
should work closely with the CEO of the organisation because of the importance of the
decision; because the investment in EDMS is an important strategic decision for an
organisation.
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At the end of this introduction of the last phase of the practical framework just a short note
about the reporting on the EDMS-Decision-Card. Usually it is suggested that the results of
the BSC should be closely connected to the monthly and yearly reports of an organisation.
That can be neglected if the EDMS-Decision-Card will be used as a tool to make a decision
about whether or not to invest in an EDMS. For this reason it is more a question of internal
reporting to the CEO of the organisation. However, if this developed EDMS-Decision-Card
will be used as a permanent performance measurement system only a few adjustments need
to be made. The goals and the indicators may stay the same, but the objectives need to be
changed as with the usage of the system the performance will improve.
4.5.1

Data Collection

The problem with performance measurement systems is sometimes that the data collection
process for the performance indicators in the perspectives is not carried out properly.
Problems often occur with the administration process. It is a widely known problem in the
controlling-department that employees are not delivering the requested data on time. And the
problem with the EDMS-Decision-Card is that twenty-three performance indicators are
needed to complete the decision card. These twenty-three indicators have to be there on time
to complete the decision-card within a reasonable time frame. Therefore, the PM clearly has
to communicate to the employees when he needs what. He has to have complete control over
the data collection process in order to get the required information on time. Moreover, the
PM must closely examine the collection of the non-financial indicators.
The other problem that can occur in phase IV is concerned with the quality of the
performance indicators. The collected data has to be reliable and correct. It has to be made
clear that the data should be collected in a way in which the highest possible quality can be
guaranteed. And it is the consultant who is responsible for this problem. As an external
employee he has to ensure in an objective manner that the quality of the data is perfectly
reliable. Again, the consultant should focus on the quality of the non-financial-measures and
indicators to ensure the highest level of objectivity. When these aforementioned problems are
handled properly the performance indicators will deliver the correct results and a quality
decision can be made about an investment in EDMS. The external consultant should be used
in the organisation only for the introduction of the EDMS-Decision-Card or if the Card has
the purpose of an investment decision making tool only for the decision-making process. If
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the EDMS-Decision-Card will be used throughout the year to evaluate the performance of the
EDMS there is no need for an external consultant; a PM would be enough to manage the
performance evaluation process.
However, to get a sufficient and satisfying result, some of the performance indicators should
be evaluated more than once. This is important for the internal process perspective for
example. Internal customers need time to fully adopt and get used to the new EDMS.
Therefore, the performance increases as time goes by (time lags of IT/IS benefits). Whenever
improvements in the performance of EDMS are possible the user of the framework should
consider evaluating the performance of the EDMS more then only one time after its
implementation.
4.5.2

Data Analysis and Presentation

The calculation and analysis of the selected performance indicators is a relatively time
consuming process. This has been criticised in the literature as a disadvantage of the BSC
approach (Gleich, 2001). But in the last few years many software solutions did reach the
market to make this disadvantage obsolete. In the following section some of most famous
software tools that can be adopted for the EDMS-Decision-Card will be introduced briefly.
After the collection, measurement, and analysis of the performance indicators, the results of
the EDMS have to be presented. One key advantage of the BSC approach was that the result
will be presented in a very structured and comprehensive manner. The results of the BSC
approach are usually presented on a size like a DIN A4 page so that the performance of the
EDMS can be reviewed in a quick and sophisticated manner. This advantage will also be
taken over for the EDMS-Decision-Card. A so called EDMS-Decision-Tableau will be
developed which will present all the results of every perspective at a glance on one page.
With this tableau the organisation can quickly and in a sophisticated manner evaluate the
performance of the EDMS.
4.5.2.1

BSC Software solutions

Since 1990, comprehensive BSC software tools have been on the market that help the project
team in calculating and concluding the data and information of the selected five perspectives.
The BSC software in connection with an organisation’s intranet is used by many
organisations to support the usage of the BSC approach. The BSC software can also be of
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great help for the EDMS-Decision-Card because it supports the organisation in the usage
phase of the decision card. According to a study carried out by GENTINEX Consulting
(www.gentinex.de49) as much as 40 BSC software-solutions were in 2004 on the market.
Examples

for

BSC

(http://www.hycore.de),

software-solutions
Performancesoft

are

from

vendors

like

hyperspace

(http://performancesoft.com/balanced-

scorecard.asp), Procos (http://procos.com), and the software-solution CP-MIS/BSC
(http://corporate-planning.com) from Corporate Planning. Basically two types of BSC
software-solutions can be identified. The first type is an alone-standing tool exclusively
developed for the BSC performance evaluation usage that gets its enquired data from other
programs that are already used in the organisation. And the second type of BSC software
solutions work as a module of the integrated controlling program that has already been used
in the controlling and finance departments of the organisation. An example for the first type
of software solutions is the Hyperspace software solution and for the second types the CPMIS/BSC module from Corporate Planning AG. Both software solutions will be briefly
introduced as follows.
Hyperspace software solution is called the hyScore BSC. According to Hyperspace
(www.hyperspace.de) for the implementation phase, up to an effective operation of the BSC,
hyScore BSC is providing the optimal infrastructure. An unlimited number of perspectives,
objectives, initiatives and measures can be integrated. And as it is an alone-standing tool it
has the feature of automatically importing data from pre-processing systems. That means that
imports can be defined without programming skills. One interesting feature of this BSC
software solution is that in relation to the requirements of the EDMS-Decision-Card it
provides the function of measuring the performance of defined strategic projects like the
investment in EDMS. For each project the budget, timeframe, risks, chances, and the
responsible person can be defined. And for the communication and data collection
throughout the organisation each employee can attach notes and changes will be managed
through version-control. The results of the performance measurement for projects will then
be displayed with the Decision-Tableau. A one server and five user version of the hyScore
BSC Professional Edition costs about 5.000,00 €; and for an unlimited user number

49

Accessed on the 23rd of March in 2005.
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20.000,00 €50. Organisations must carefully make a decision about whether or not investing
in this software tool to support the performance measurement in their organisation.
The software type CP-MIS/BSC is a well known software tool developed from Corporate
Planning AG. Like many other BSC software solutions the CP-MIS/BSC solution is to be
used on the company’s internal Intranet or on the Internet. Some advantages of using this
program will be outlined as follows. As one purpose of the BSC and the EDMS-DecisionCard is to connect vision and strategy to the operative business processes of the entire
organisation the software tool has to be able to adopt a hierarchical organisational structure
and measures on every performance layer. The CP-MIS/BSC has this function. It can depict
any organisational structure and simply by clicking the user can navigate through a business
area or change to a higher business unit. The CP-MIS/BSC tool has also the advantage of
being flexible enough so that any number of perspectives, traditional or self-defined, can be
introduced and used. And this is very important for the EDMS-Decision-Card as it has been
developed out of the traditional BSC and has been customised. The measurable quantities
(performance indicator) will be allocated to the defined strategic goals in the perspectives.
The editor in this program allows further clarifications to be made, for example by adding a
comprehensive definition of the measurable quantities, complex mathematical formulae,
specification of units, etc. And finally it also provides the function of including the chain
cause effects between the perspectives and the results will again be displayed on one page.
These functions make this BSC software tool an interesting option for shortening the project
time in the practical framework for the performance measurement of EDMS. No information
can be provided from the author on the costs of the CP-MIS/BSC as Corporate Planning AG
was not willing to disclose any information. And that can also be said for the aforementioned
tools as a conclusive resume of the BSC software tool. Taking the costs of these tools into
consideration they are an interesting option for supporting the measurement of the
performance of EDMS.

50

Prices are given for hyScore 2.6 at the 23rd of March in 2005.
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4.5.2.2

The EDMS-Decision-Tableau

In order to visualise the EDMS-Decision-Card, the results of the design phase will be
concluded in the EDMS Decision-Tableau. In the EDMS-Decision-Tableau the results of
each performance indicator in each perspective will be marked down. With the EDMSDecision-Tableau a sophisticated tool presents the results of the developed EDMS-DecisionCard. With this tool the decision manager can clearly define where the strengths of the
EDMS are and how it contributes to the objectives and strategy that the organisation wants to
reach.
Within the tableau each perspective with the selected strategic goals and performance
indicators will be presented on one page (Figure VII). Arrows are introduced into the tableau
to indicate the relationships between the strategic objectives and the performance indicators
within and between certain perspectives. In other words the arrows will clarify the causeeffect chain between those measures. According Kaplan/Norton (1996), the measurement
system should make the relationships (hypotheses) among objectives (and measures) in the
various perspectives explicit so that they can be managed and validated. Moreover, the chain
of cause and effect should pervade all perspectives of a BSC. The identification and
visualisation of the connection between the strategic goals and indicators of the five
perspectives is also very important for the developed EDMS-Decision-Card. The effect of
one performance indicator to another can be identified. The decision tableau helps to
explicitly identify in which area or perspective and to what extent the EDMS contributes or
improves the performance of the organisation. And this is what makes the EDMS-DecisionTableau a superior data presentation method.
The following three types of arrows exist in the EDMS-Decision-Card: Cause effect chains
can exist within perspectives, or between perspectives. These indicate either a bottom-up or a
top-down relationship. They are drawn into the EDMS-Decision-Tableau (Figure VII) to
display the connections between the perspectives and strategic goals. If for example the
EDMS is stable without any breakdowns it means that it improves the usability of the system.
The improved usability itself causes the productivity of the processes to increase. And this
means that the costs of the whole document management process will decrease which finally
causes an increase of the ANPVoI in EDMS. This example shows that one can now
accurately identify where and to what extent the EDMS influences the performance of the
organisation investing in an EDMS. The only strategic goal that is not connected to any other
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goals is the meeting legal rights requirements of the customer perspective. That is basically
because it displays the influence that the investment of the EDMS has on some of the
external stakeholders of the organisation. And an EDMS is mainly used to support the
internal working environment of the organisation.
However, in conclusion it can be said that the EDMS-Decision-Tableau provides the
decision-makers of the organisation with all the important information at a glance. Moreover,
all the information that is necessary for evaluating the performance of an EDMS is displayed
with the EDMS-Decision-Tableau.
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5.

Concluding remarks

It can be argued that IT/IS performance measurement is still in its early stages. More
specifically, organisations are still not aware of the importance of assessing their IT/IS
investment or they simply do not know how to measure the performance of IT/IS. The
present ‘Diplomarbeit’ has drawn attention to these problems and has focused on the
development of a practical framework for the performance measurement of electronic
document management systems in an attempt of overcoming these problems. Within this
‘Diplomarbeit’ a performance measurement system has been developed for the performance
evaluation of EDMS. However, it was not feasible to develop a framework that fits the
requirements to measure every information technology or system. For this reason, the focus
of attention within the realm of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ was on EDMS. In order to measure the
performance of EDMS its functions and applications have been identified and defined.
Following this, the major research streams of performance measurement approaches have
been introduced. A pre-selection has been carried out meaning that not every approach out of
the finance, investment, or performance measurement literature could be addressed within the
frame of this ‘Diplomarbeit’. However, the most suitable approaches and methods have been
discussed and assessed in relation to measuring the performance of EDMS. The methods of
performance measurement systems have been identified as most suitable for measuring the
performance of EDMS. And within the PMS approach the BSC approach has been classified
as a superior technique for the performance measurement of EDMS. As the BSC is more of a
management technique and not primarily a technique to assess the performance of an
investment it needed to be developed further. Following this, the BSC approach was then
used as a methodological base for development of the EDMS-Decision-Card.
The EDMS-Decision-Card was developed in the design phase of the practical framework.
The mission and vision of the organisation were used to develop the perspectives and
strategic goals in order to display the expectations of the organisation with regard to the
investment in the EDMS. For the strategic goals the performance indicators and objectives
have been identified for finally measuring the performance of the EDSM. The phase of
collecting the data and presentation are the final step of this framework. Practical instructions
for the data collection and presentation have been provided resulting in an EDMS-DecisionTableau for the data presentation. In conclusion it can be said that the framework provides
organisations with a comprehensive tool for measuring the performance of EDMS. The
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performance will be measured in every dimension and on every organisational level so that
the decision maker has an optimum view of the performance improvements caused by the
EDSM.
The present ‘Diplomarbeit’ stands as a theoretical development of the framework and as such
yields to the need of a practical application of it in order to fully evaluate its merit. Future
research needs to focus on the practical use of the framework in measuring the performance
benefits of EDMS for organisations. It has to be reiterated that this theoretical framework can
not be readily introduced to and implemented in every organisation without a few
adaptations. As the EDMS-Decision-Card includes the formulation of the mission, vision,
and strategy it has to be adopted for every usage. Every organisation has naturally different
visions, missions, and strategies and these can therefore not be pre-formulated. Also, specific
objectives are likely to be different for every organisation, making pre-formulation difficult.
Within the realm of this ‘Diplomarbeit’ examples have been formulated only, and these are
focused on organisations that emphasise knowledge as the centre of their resource priority.
However, the quality of this practical framework for measuring the performance of EDMS
can only be tested after a few practical implementations and field studies that still have to be
carried out.
As the practical implementation of the framework was not feasible within the realm of this
‘Diplomarbeit’ and indeed was not the aim of the present theoretical analyses, answers to this
important topic can not be addressed in this context. However, it has to be kept in mind that
only once evidence is attainable can the quality of this practical framework be testified and
evaluated. Nevertheless, all the identified requirements for a superior performance evaluation
approaches have been met and for this reason it can be said that within the frame of this
‘Diplomarbeit’ and given present knowledge the most suitable practical framework for
measuring the performance of EDMS was developed.
Future research is also needed on a more general level on the performance measurement of
IT/IS. That means that there is a great need of a performance evaluation standard for IT/IS in
general. Without a standard evaluation approach none of the results in the performance
evaluation practice of IT/IS can be compared. Standards that have been introduced for
traditional long-term investments which provide organisations with tangible benefits do not
exist for IT/IS investments. Organisations and the financial government should work together
to establish performance evaluation standards for investments in IT/IS. Otherwise, even a
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superior evaluation method like the developed EDMS-Decision-Card is useless as its results
are not comparable.
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7.

Appendix

Figure I: The 2003 Magic quadrant for Integrated Document Management (Gartner, June 2003)

Legend:
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Function
IBM Lotus
Domino
Document
Vendor
Manager
(formerly Lotus
domino.doc)
V6.5.1
OpenText
Livelink DM
(2003)

Search

Retrieval

yes (search across
multiple file
cabinets within the
library and receive a
single view of the
results)

yes (find and
deliver
business
documents
rapidly)

yes (full-text,
metadata, XML,
natural language,
result ranking,
summarization,
clustering, hit
highlighting)

Yes

Imaging

yes

yes

Storage

yes

Capture/
Creation

yes

Workflow/
Version
Control

Security
System

yes (concurrent
access to all
documents)

Viewing

E-mail
Management

yes

yes (at the
library, file
cabinet, binder,
and document
level)

not mentioned

yes (provides
archival
protection;
documents are
not lost or
destroyed)

yes

yes (track
content
changes)

yes (nine levels
of permission to
prevent
unauthorized
access

not mentioned

yes

not mentioned

yes (complete RM
solution to address
legal and
regulatory issues)

yes

yes
(automatically
organise and
classify e-mail)

yes

yes (gain access any
time any place)

yes

yes (create
and manage
documents via
standard
content
authoring)

yes (access
information via
intuitive content
management
interfaces for the
Web, desktop, and
mobile devices any
time any place)

yes

yes (nine
different levels
of permissions
to control
document access

yes (status
tracking and
report
generation)

yes

not mentioned

yes

not mentioned

yes

yes (controls
access and
editing rights)

not mentioned

yes

not mentioned

yes

Yes

FileNet
IDM (2003)

yes (intuitive
content-based or
property-based
search

Yes (reuse
documents)

yes

yes

yes

yes (viewing of
images with rotate,
stretch, magnify,
scale, print and
zoom)

EMC
Documentum
EDM (2004)

yes (full-text
search)

not mentioned

yes

yes

yes

yes (gain access any
time any place)

Table I: Selected electronic document management systems

Archival

yes

Hummingbird
EDM (2004)

yes

Record
Management
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Flexibility/
Objectivity

Performance
Layers

Future Value
Drivers

Financial and
non-Financial
Measures

Ease of
use/Visualisation
(Parsimony)

Multidimensionality

Stakeholder
differentiation

Comparability

Project
Risk levels

Return on Investment (ROI)

-/+

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

-/+

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

Net Present Value (NPV)

-/+

-

-

-

+

-

-

+

+

Adjusted Net Present Value (ANPV)

-/+

-

-

-

+

-

-

+

+

Measurement of Intangible Assets
Approach
Intangible Capital Navigator
(Edvinsson)

+/-

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

-

Intangible Assets Monitor (Sveiby)

-/-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

Intellectual Capital Index (Roos)

+/-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

MAPIT-Model

-/+

+

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

Four-Stages-Profit-Model

-/+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

Performance Pyramid

+/-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

-

Quantum Performance Measurement
Concept

-/-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

Balanced Scorecard

+/+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

Traditional investment evaluation
approaches
Criteria

Approaches

IT-Controlling Approach

PMS Approach

Table II: Selecting performance measurement method for EDMS
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Step

Action

1.

Clearly define the firm’s mission statement

2.

Identify the firm’s strategic objectives using the mission statement as a
guide (profitability, market share, quality, cost, flexibility, dependability,
and innovation).

3.

Develop an understanding of each functional area’s role in achieving the
various strategic objectives.

4.

For each functional area, develop global performance measures capable
of defining the firm’s overall competitive position to top management.

5.

Communicate strategic objectives and performance goals to lower levels
in the organisation. Establish more specific performance criteria at each
level.

6.

Assure consistency with strategic objectives

7.

Assure the compatibility of performance measures used in all functional
areas.

8.

Use the PMS.

9.

Periodically re-evaluate the appropriateness of the established PMS in
view of the current competitive environment.

Table III: Nine steps to develop a performance measurement system (Neely et al. (1995)
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Financial
Perspective

Customer
Perspective

Internal
Process
Perspective

Increasing
Future-Potential

Minimising costs
of document
management

-Value of Real
Option

- Total cost of
document handle

Security
Perspective

-Cash Flow
-Value of Real
Option

Increasing
EDMS-Usage
(internal)

Meeting legal rights
requirements
(external)

-Time to adopt
new EDMS
-Number of Times
used EDMS

- SOX
- Basel II
- GDPdU

Increasing
Productivity of
Processes

Improving Usability
-Number of alerts
(helpdesk enquires)

Process time
-Efficiency
-Effectively

Improving knowledge
sharing/
distribution

Knowledge
Perspective

Increasing
ANPVoI

-Number of cooperative
created documents and papers
-Amount of data and
information flow between
employees

Improving knowledge
utilisation
-number of new
products/inventions
-number of whitepapers
(published / unpublished)
-number of patents

Improving
knowledge
retention
-Database size
-Number of 2nd time
accessed documents

Maximising
EDMS-Security

Maximising
EDMS-Stability

Maximising
Data-Security

Number of
successful attacks

Number of
SystemBreakdown

Amount of
Data-Lost

Figure VII: The EDMS-Decision-Tableau
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Legend:

•

Chain of cause and effect within perspective

•

Chain of cause and effect bottom up

•

Chain of cause and effect top down
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